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Copyright
The information provided in response to this Freedom of Information Act 2000
(FOIA 2000)request is subject to copyright protection. Unless stated to the
contrary,
the Information Commissioner owns the copyright in all material
within the disclosed information. All Moral Rights remain the property of the
author/creator of information included in the information disclosed.
You
may
not
copy,
distribute,
reproduce,
sell,
publish or otherwise disclose
the information provided without the express consent of the Information
Commissioner.
You
may
use
the information supplied for purposes that do
notprivate
infringe copyright legislation such as your own
research
orcontained
study purposes. You must keep the copyright or other notices
in the information disclosed. However,any other type of
for
example by publishing the information in analogue or digital form,including on
the internet, will require the permission of the copyright
Should you wish to
the information disclosed as part of this request,a
request under the
of Public Sector Information Regulations 2005
should be made to the Information Commissioner. Details of the conditions

non-commercial
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e
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,
owner.

rRee--uussee
onhttp://www.ico.gov.uk/Global/copyright_and_reuse_of_materials.aspx.
re-use can on our
be found

website at

Disclaimer
The information disclosed in response to the request under section 1 of FOIA
2000 is intended for the Information Commissioner s staff for use as outlined
above.
The information is subject to regular change and some parts of the
disclosed information may be out of date. The information disclosed cannot
be relied upon as being the Commissioner s current view on a particular
subject.
The Commissioner s published guidance can be found on his
website
No legal responsibility is accepted for any errors, omissions or misleading
statements
within the disclosed information.The Information Commissioner
accepts nodirectly
liability for any inconvenience caused or any loss or damage
resulting,
or
indirectly,
from
any
use
of the disclosed information or as
atheresult
of any omissions,inaccuracy,errors or subsequent changes within
disclosed information. Under no circumstances shall the Information
Commissioner be liable for any reliance by you on any of the disclosed

www.ico.gov.uk.

information.

reg
FOI/EIR EIR Section/Regulation 8(3)

Issue Reasonable amount

Line to take:
It is for a public authority to satisfy itself that any charges made under the EIR do not
exceed a reasonable amount (asubjective test)but in reaching its decision it must
only take into account relevant considerations (for example,the actual cost of
photocopying) and must disregard any irrelevant ones (for example,the impact of
charges
the revenue of the public authority). In any event,the charges should not
exceed theon cost
of providing the information.
Further Information:
In the appeal of Markinson v ICO the ICO had decided that a public authority was
acting lawfully under the EIR in charging 6 for a building control or planning decision
notice
and 50p for each other photocopied sheet.The IT allowed the appeal on the
basis that the ICO had only been partially correct in its decision.
The IT ruled
it is for the public authority to satisfy itself that any charges do not exceed a
reasonable amount (which was the correct interpretation of Regulation 8(3)taken by
the ICO in this case)
but in reaching this decision the public authority must only take into account
relevant
considerations
and
must
disregard irrelevant ones (which,in this case,was
where the ICO was incorrect in its approach in that it had allowed the public authority
to take into account irrelevant considerations and had not ensured that it took into

,
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Relevant considerations for a public authority to take into account
IT set out the following as relevant considerations for a public authority to take into
account
in determining that its charges under the EIR did not exceed a reasonable
amount
Any charge should not exceed the cost of providing information.
The cost of providing the information may include,for example,the cost of the paper
for photocopying or printing the information and a covering letter and the cost of

postage.
It should not include the cost of staff time in maintaining, identifying,locating or
retrieving from storage the information in question.
Support for this view was found
the DEFRA Code of Practice on the discharge of the obligations of public authorities
under
the Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (February 2005)which states
that
When making a charge,whether for information that is proactively disseminated or
provided on request,the charge must not exceed the cost of producing the

i.

in:-

information& (p.13)

i2004. the DEFRA
publication Guidance to the Environmental Information Regulations
(March 2005)which states
[Areasonable charge]should not exceed the cost of providing the information,for
example,
the cost of photocopies. (paragraph 6.26)
iandi. theDataDCAProtection
publication Guidance on the application of the Freedom of Information
(Appropriate Limit and Fees)Regulations 2004 which is relevant
because
the estimation of costs under the FoIA,where not calculating whether the
appropriate limit is exceeded,involves a similar judgment to that under the EIR.The
guidance states that charges could not be made for
&the time taken to locate,retrieve or extract the information or to write a covering
letter to the applicant explaining that the information is being provided

,

[Regulation 4(3)of the Fees Regulations itself provides that the cost of locating,
retrieving and extracting the information as well as determining whether it is held
can be taken into account.]
but that charges could be made for
&the cost of paper when photocopying or printing the information and printing the
covering letter, as well as the cost of postage (paragraph
Public authorities should generally adopt 10p per sheet as the cost for
photocopying an A4 sheet of paper.
Support for this view was found in the DCA guidance on fees(referred to in 1(iii)
above)which states that:
Authorities can charge for the actual costs incurred,but charges are expected to be
reasonable.
For example,
in most cases,photocopying and printing would be
expected to cost
no more than
10 pence per sheet of paper (paragraph

2.

3.4.3)

3.4.5)

and
the ODPM publication Making the planning system accessible to everyone:Good
practice guidance on access to and charging for planning information (September
2004)which states
&a reasonable charge would be similar to commercial rates at photocopying shops,
that is, 10p for each sheet of This also reflects the lease charge on most
photocopier machines. (paragraph 5.19)
This guidance was of particular assistance &in deciding how to fix a charge that did
not exceed the cost of providing the copies. (paragraph 34 pg 20 of IT decision)
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Considerations a public authority should not take into account
The IT identified the following as considerations which a public authority should not
take into account in determining the charge
The cost of staff time in maintaining,identifying,locating or retrieving from
storage
the information in question.
&the Council had taken into account the officer time in locating and retrieval of the
documentation
a factor which we believe the Council,and the Commissioner,should
have
regarded as irrelevant. Regulation 8(2)(b)provides that the information in
question should be made available for inspection free of charge and we believe that,if
the costs of locating and retrieving a piece of information should be disregarded for
that purpose,it is not open to a public authority to regard it as reasonable to include
them in calculating the cost of copying the same material. (paragraph 33(c)pg 16 of
IT decision)
The IT also found support for this view in Recital 18to the EU Directive on public
access
to environmental information (Directive2003/4),on which the EIR are based,
&which,whileprovides
not forming
part of the operative part of the Directive (still less the
Regulations),
guidance that only the actual cost of producing copies should
be taken into account in considering what a reasonable charge should (paragraph
33(c)pg 16 of IT decision)
the
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Recital 18 to the Directive makes it clear that the permitted charges should not create
atoprofit
( may not exceed actual costs ) and that considerations of either a contribution
revenue
or
impact on workload were clearly irrelevant in calculating a charge that
was required to be reasonable in the context of the Regulations (which expressly
provided for a free of charge right to inspection). (paragraph 33(d)pg 17of IT
decision)
The real or perceived significance of a document.
For example the fact that a document has legal significance is not a factor which
should be taken into account in determining a reasonable
When charges may exceed the cost of providing the information
Charges may exceed the cost of providing information
A public authority makes environmental information available on a
commercial
basis it may still be able to levy a market based charge.
The DEFRA Code of Practice states that
& the charge must not exceed the cost of producing the information unless that
authority is one entitled to levy a
charge for the information,such
aspublic
a trading
(Paragraph28)
Where this is the case it may also be necessary for the public authority consider
whether a market based charge is necessary in order to guarantee the continuation of
collecting and publishing such information.
Recital 18 of the EU Directive states that
&where
public authorities make available environmental information on a commercial
basis,
and
where
this is necessary in order to guarantee the continuation of collecting
and publishing such information,a
charge is considered to be

5.

fee.
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reasonable&
A statute or regulations specify charges to be made for providing information.

2.
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Borough Council (28March
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FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s1

Issue Deleted electronic information

Line to take:
Electronic information which has been deleted but remains in a trash can/recycle bin
is held for the purpose of the Information deleted from a recycle bin is not held,
even where it can technically be recovered / restored.
Further Information:
Deleted information
Deletion is generally a two stage process files are firstly moved to a recycle
bin/trash can,and then deleted from the recycle bin/trash When a computer file
has been completely deleted,the area it occupies is designated as being free,and
ready to accept new The file can still technically be retrieved or recovered until
it has been overwritten;that is, until new data has been written over the existing data
socan/recycle
that that previously extant data is completely erased.Files which remain in a trash
bin cannot be overwritten.
Information
which has not yet been overwritten can be recovered. Recovery of
information
still retained in a local computer s recycle bin or networked computer s
drive can generally be achieved by using software that is part of the computer s own
operating system,whilst recovery of information which has been deleted from these
areas
but not yet overwritten will generally require the use of specialist software,
such as readily available undelete data recovery programmes.
Backup
Backup refers to making additional copies of data so that those copies can be used
to restore the original after data Backing up data involves storing files
separately from the computer.The main purpose of backup is disaster recovery;that
is to restore a computer to an operational state after disaster (such as fire or flood).
Backups are also used to restore small numbers of files if they have been
accidentally deleted or corrupted.Occasionally organisations will store certain
information
wholly on backup media (such as old versions of databases.)The
recovery of information from backup is likely to require the use of specialist staff.

Act.

can.

data.

loss.

ICO view

,

In the case of Harper v the ICO & the Royal Mail the Tribunal proposed that,in
cases
where
requested
information
is merely deleted rather than eliminated
(overwritten),
authorities should, consider whether the information can be
recovered
andpublic
if so by what means. (para 21).As explained above,the ICO is of the
view
that such information can,as a matter of fact,be recovered,and the question of
whether or not the information is recoverable is not a relevant factor.

The Tribunal in the case found that information retained in a trash can or recycle bin
folder is held (para In respect of deleted (butnot overwritten)information,the
Tribunal found that whether or not it is held will be a matter of fact and degree.The
ICOs view is that,in general,a public authority will not hold information when it is
capable of being overwritten; that is, after it has been deleted from a recycle
Public authorities are entitled to delete information that they no longer require
indeed they should do so,in accordance with good records management practice. If
information
is still said to be held when it has been intentionally and properly deleted,
in line with the public authority s disposal schedule,the concept of deletion and
disposal becomes meaningless. In such cases a public authority will not consider the
information
to be held, and will make no use of The ICOs view is therefore that
information
which has been properly and intentionally deleted from a recycle can but
not yet overwritten
is not
Whether or not the deletion was intentional is critical, however.Where information is
accidentally deleted through user error, virus or disaster and the public authority
therefore
intends anyway to restore it because it continues to require it, this
information
should be regarded as being However,any costs associated with
such
restoration
cannot
be passed onto an applicant, because the restoration will not
be for the purpose of responding to the applicant s information request.
The Tribunal found in Harper that information on backup media will be The ICO
takes the view that in general information on backup will not be held, as the public
authority will have no use for it otherwise than where it is required after data
Therefore it onwillbackup
be held only in cases where a public authority only holds
information
media,
because
its primary data store has been wiped out,or
where it is in fact using backup as a method of storage.

27).
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FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s1

Issue Information
request deleted after

Line to take:
Where information is deleted in the ordinary course of business between receipt of a
request
and the time when the request is complied with, public authorities may be
able to lawfully state that the information is not held. A public authority which,
following a request for information,decides to delete that information, outside the
ordinary course of business, would be acting unlawfully.
Further Information:
In the case of Harper v the Information Commissioner and the Royal Mail the
Tribunal discussed the meaning of s1(4),confirming that it suggests that in some
cases information could be held when the request is received,but no longer appear
to be held at the time when the request falls to be complied with (para.
Section 1(4)provides that the information to which the duties apply under the Act is
that which is held at the time when the request is received, except that account may
be taken of any amendment or deletion made between that time and the time when
the information is to be communicated [&],being an amendment or deletion that
would have been made regardless of the receipt of the request.
The Tribunal explains that this means if information is deleted in the ordinary course
of business following receipt of a request but before the time for compliance expires,
may be able to state that it is not held (dependenton the extent to which it has been

,

17).

(para.17).

deleted)
The Tribunal provides an example of a situation in which a public authority could
take account of deletion. Here,a request is made on 1 January. The information
requested
is held on a database which is completely erased every six months,and
this erasure occurs on 10January. The time for compliance is the end of the
January,
and at that time the public authority may inform the applicant that the
information
is not held
[Note,however,that requires public
authorities to comply with promptly,and no later that the twentieth working day
following receipt.]
Inwhen
contrast,
a
public authority which decides to delete relevant requested information
is not in the ordinary course of business,subsequent to a request being
receivedthiswould
be acting unlawfully
[In particular it would be likely to

s.10

(para.s.117).

(para.17).

etc.

commit
the offence at s77 of the Act (Offence of altering records with intent to
prevent disclosure)]
The Tribunal notes that s1(4)says that account may be taken of any amendment or
deletion,
not
that it must and interprets this as meaning that where the deleted or
original version is the information requested and it is readily accessible it should be
recovered
and
communicated
to the applicant.It further suggests that the public
authority might provide an explanation of what happened to the information since the
request
was received (para.18).
Where both deleted or amended and undeleted or unamended versions of the
requested
information
exist,
the Tribunal recommended that in general the version
that was extant at the time at which the request was received should be supplied
(para.
27).
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FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s12

Issue Use of specialist staff or software

Line to take:
If a public authority requires contract staff to determine whether the requested
information is held or in locating,retrieving or extracting the information,the full cost
charged by the contract staff cannot be taken into account when calculating costs under
Instead,the use of any staff time can only be included at the rate of 25 per
However
the full costs of purchasing specialist software to carry out these activities can
be taken into account in calculating the costs limit under
Further Information:
Regulation 4(4)of the Freedom of Information and Data Protection (Appropriate Limit
and Fees)Regulations 2004(the Fees Regulations)provides that:
&to the extent to which any of the costs which a public authority takes into account are
attributable to the time which persons undertaking any of the activities mentioned in
paragraph (3)on behalf of the authority are expected to spend on those activities,those
activities are to be estimated at a rate of 25 per person per
Therefore,
where contractors are involved in determining whether the public authority
holds the requested information,or in locating,retrieving or extracting that information,
the total cost charged by the contractor to the public authority cannot be included in
calculating the appropriate limit instead any staff time (either employee or contractor)
can only be taken into account at the rate of 25 per
This was confirmed by the Tribunal in the case of Alasdair Roberts v the Information
Commissioner
(see paragraph 14in particular) and was also the approach taken in an
earlier decision notice of the Commissioner (seecase FS50092955(paragraphs31 and

s.12.

s.12.

-

40)).

hour.

hour.

hour.

.

Ininformation
the case of Harper v the Royal Mail,the Tribunal noted that the recovery of deleted
might involve the use of specialist staff time or specialist software.This,it
suggested,
would have cost implications, which could be significant (para27).In such
cases,s12 might
therefore be relied on,where costs were estimated to exceed the

appropriate limit and although not relevant in the above case,it is clear that other
activities such as the querying of a database may also involve the use of specialist
staff although as above,this could only be taken into account at the rate of 25 per
Inwould
termsincur
of the use of specialist software,it is highly unlikely that simply running software
costs.However,should a public authority have to purchase software in order
to carry out any of the activities listed in the Fees Regulations,it will be able to take
account
of the full cost of the purchase in calculating whether or not the appropriate limit
will be exceeded.Although as Regulation 4(3)states that a public authority can take into
account
costs
it reasonably expects to incur it is likely that we would want to see
evidence that existing software could not do the job and estimates of any proposed

hour.

purchase.

,
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Information Tribunal

Harper
/ Royal Mail (15
November
2005)
Alasdair Roberts / IC (4
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s42
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FOI/EIR
Section/Regulation reg
EIR
12(5)(b)

of s42 and regulation
Issue Similarity
12(5)(b)

Line to take:
Where a public authority claims that requested information is exempt because it is subject
to Legal Professional Privilege,but it is subsequently decided that that information is
environmental,
the exception provided by regulation 12(5)(b)may be claimed instead.The
exception is similar to the exemption provided by section 42 and covers
Further Information:
In the case of Kirkaldie v the Information Commissioner and Thanet District Council the
Tribunal decided that the information requested by the applicant was environmental,and
that both the ICO and TDC were therefore incorrect in dealing with the request under the
provisions of the FOIA rather than the
In this case,TDC had claimed that the requested information was exempt by virtue of
section
The Tribunal therefore considered whether a refusal notice issued under the
wrong
legislative provision enables the public authority to claim another exemption or
exception under the correct law (para.
Section 42 provides that information is exempt if it is information in respect of which a
claim to legal professional privilege, or,in Scotland,to confidentiality of communications
could be maintained in legal proceedings.
Regulation 12(5)(b)provides that the disclosure of information can be refused if its
disclosure
would adversely affect, the course of justice, the ability of a person to receive a
fair trial or the ability of a public authority to conduct an inquiry of a criminal or disciplinary

LPP.

,

EIR.

42.

19).

nature.

Both the exemption and exception are subject the public interest

test.

The Tribunal expressed the view that the purpose of this exception was reasonably clear,
stating that it exists in part to ensure that there should be no disruption to the
administration of justice,including the operation of the courts and no prejudice to the rights
of individuals or organisations to a fair trial. It continued that to do this,the exception,
covers
legal professional privilege, particularly where a public authority is or is likely to be
involved in litigation (para.
The Tribunal therefore decided that the exception is similar to the exemption.This view
was also upheld in a further Tribunal decision Burgess v the Information Commissioner
and Stafford Borough Council.
Inargue
conclusion
it stated that it would be reluctant to find that a public authority could not
that a similar exemption or exception could not be applied under the correct legal

21).

instrument (para.44).
This finding should not, however,necessarily be extended to other exemptions or
exceptions
(para.
44). which have no relationship to the exemption or exception originally claimed
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Details
Kirkaldie / Thanet District
Council (4July 2006)
Burgess / Stafford Borough (7

June 2007)
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LTT63

Related Documents
FS50069727,EA/2006/001 (Kirkaldie),EA/2006/0091 (Burgess),Awareness Guidance 4
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29/08/07 Policy
Reference LTT5

s42
FOI
FOI/EIR
Section/Regulation reg
EIR
12(5)(b)

Waiver of legal professional
privilege part 1 of 2
Issue Partial disclosure only to apply
within litigation

Line to take:
Partial disclosure of legal advice within the context of litigation will amount to a waiver of
legal professional privilege and necessitate the revelation of the full advice. However,
partial disclosure outside litigation will not constitute waiver of privilege.
Further Information:
Inof the
case
of Kirkaldie and Thanet District Council,the Council had provided a summary
a piece of legal advice at a full Council meeting and recorded the summary in the
meeting s minutes. Although litigation was neither in progress nor contemplated at that
time,
concluded that privilege had been waived as the Council could not
cherrythepickTribunal
its advice, disclose only those parts of a privileged document which
support its case whilst withholding anything which may damage
HoweverUsers
differently constituted Tribunals in the cases of Kessler and HMRC,Mersey
Tunnel
Association and Merseytravel and recently in the Foreign & Commonwealth
Office case,have not followed the Kirkaldie approach. Instead,the more recent Tribunals
have all agreed that the cherry-picking argument can only apply within the context of
litigation and the Commissioner will now adopt this approach.
The Tribunal argues that this is necessary because to allow a party to disclose only the
favourable
aspects of its advice would risk unfairness and injustice in a court setting
because
the selected disclosure may mislead the court or artificially inflate the weight to
be given to the submissions supported by the advice.

i.e.

it.

However,
outside the context of litigation,the Tribunal in the FCO case said that a party
&is entitled, provided of course he does not falsify, to advance his case in public debate
to the best advantage;if so advised,by selective quotation. If he does so,an alert
opponent&will demand disclosure of the whole advice,if he is to be persuaded. Such is
the cut and thrust of public debate&. (para 22).
Further,
the Tribunal said that &.everybody is entitled to seek advice as to the merits of
an issue involving a public authority. Those who advise such authorities are in no better

go.

position to give a correct opinion than those to whom the public can Disclosure of
privileged opinions is not a substitute for legal aid&. (para
This approach does however require an understanding of what constitutes partial waiver

30).

see LTT111.
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Kirkaldie / Thanet District
Council (4July 2006)

Kessler
(29
November/ HMRC
2007)
Mersey
Tunnel
Users
Association / Merseytravel (15
February
2008)
Foreign & Commonwealth
Office (FCO)(29April 2008)
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LTT15,LTT111
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EA/2006/001 (Kirkaldie),EA/2006/001,EA/2007/0052(Merseytunnel),EA/2007/0043
(Kessler),EA/2007/0092(FCO),Awareness Guidance 4
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Date
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FOI/EIR EIR Section/Regulation 2reg

and Country Planning
Issue Town
Act 1990

Line to take:

Agreements under section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990can be
regarded as environmental agreements as listed in regulation 2(1)(c).If the
agreement
affects or is likely to affect any of the elements referred to in reg 2(1)(a)
and
factors
referred
to in reg 2(1)(b)or is designed to protect those elements,the
information within the agreement is environmental and subject to the
Legal advice relating to the enforceability of s.106 agreements (aswell as land usage
and other matters) will also be environmental information.No explanation of this is

EIR.

provided.

Further Information:
In the case of Kirkaldie v the Information Commissioner and Thanet District Council
the Tribunal decided that the information requested by the applicant was
environmental,
and
that both the ICO and TDC were therefore incorrect in dealing
with the request under the provisions of the FOIA rather than the

,

EIR.

The information requested by the applicant was the legal advice the Council sought
regarding the night flying policy at Kent International Airport.
The legal advice requested was,in fact,legal advice on the implications of proposed
flights on an existing agreement under s106 of the Town and Country
Planning

night-timeAct.

Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act provides that:
"(1)
A local planning authority may enter into an agreement with any person
interested in land in their area for the purpose of restricting or regulating the
development
or
use
of the land,either permanently or during such period as may be
prescribed by the agreement.
(2)Any such agreement may contain such incidental and consequential provisions
(including financial ones)as appear to the local planning authority to be necessary or
expedient for the purposes of the agreement.
The Tribunal ruled that s106 agreements are environmental agreements as listed in
reg
(para.14).It also stated that entering into and extending a s106 agreement
was2(1)(c)
the sort of measure envisaged by the rule expressed in reg 2(1)(c)(para.14)
Regulation 2(1)(c)defines environmental information as measures (including
administrative measures),such as policies, legislation, plans, programmes,
environmental
agreements,
and
activities affecting or likely to affect the elements and
factors referred to in (a)and (b)as well as measures or activities designed to protect
those elements.
Where a s106 agreement affects or is likely to affect the elements and factors&etc.,it
will be environmental information.
In this specific case,the Tribunal found that the elements covered by the agreement
were land,air and atmosphere,and the factors covered are noise and emissions.
It also found that as provided by reg 2(1)(f), noise and emissions could affect the
state of human health and safety.
The Tribunal did not offer an explanation or justification as to why legal advice on the
implications of a s106 agreement (the information specifically requested)was

environmental.

ICO View
For the ICO view of Kirkaldie and s106 agreements please see LTT82
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FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation

s1
s16

Issue Clarification of requests

Line to take:
Public authorities should ignore the tone and the precise wording of requests and
focus
upon the information which has been requested,if necessary seeking
clarification from the applicant as to what information is wanted.
Further Information:
In the case of Barber v the Information Commissioner the Tribunal upheld an appeal
against our Mr Barber had a
dispute with the Inland Revenue
concerning delays in tax refunds associated with the introduction of Self Assessments
in the late 1990s.Mr Barber had requested that the Inland Revenue disclose what
action it had taken in relation to several examples of what he described as
maladministration and failed standards.
The DN upheld the refusal of the request on the ground that it was framed in a way
that levelled particular allegations and criticism at the Inland Revenue" and that the
Inland Revenue disagreed with Mr Barber s assessment that there had been failed
standards.
The Commissioner concluded that the Inland Revenue could reasonably

DN.

long-running

,

and
correctly
state
that they had no information to provide and were thus unable to
meet his request.
The Tribunal said that this was the wrong approach.On the contrary, it stated that
where
the public authority cannot easily identify the information then s1(3)provides a
mechanism iswhereby
the authority can seek to clarify the request and if this further
information
not
supplied then the authority is not obliged to comply with the request.
There is no evidence that the Inland Revenue exercised this right under s1(3). (para.
5)
Section 1(3)provides that where a public authority reasonably requires further
information
in order to identify and locate the information requested and has informed
the applicant, no further action is required until that additional information has been

received.

The Tribunal linked this right for public authorities with the duty under s16 to provide
advice and assistance,so far as it would be reasonable to expect the authority to do

so,to persons who propose to make,or have made,requests for information to it.
Source
Information Tribunal

Details

Barber
/ Inland Revenue (9
November
2005)

Related Lines to Take
n/a
Related Documents
FS50067001,EA/2005/0004,Awareness Guidance 23

Contact
Date

PB
29/08/06 Policy
Reference LTT8

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation

s16
Issues
not raised by
Issue
complainant
s50

Line to take:
Complainants cannot be expected to have a detailed grasp of the The fact that a
complainant
has not raised a possible breach of s16 does not mean that the
Commissioner
should not consider it either in a Decision Notice or in the way he
approaches the investigation of a
Further Information:
In the case of Barber v the Information Commissioner the Tribunal upheld an appeal
against our Mr Barber had a
dispute with the Inland Revenue
concerning delays in tax refunds associated with the introduction of Self Assessments
in the late 1990s.Mr Barber had requested that the Inland Revenue disclose what
action
it had taken in relation to several examples of what he described as
maladministration and failed standards.
Mr Barber had complained to the Commissioner that he had not been provided with

law.

case.

DN.

long-running

,

the requested information.The Commissioner concluded that information matching
the description given in the request was unlikely to
The Tribunal commented:
We have not had to make a finding in relation to s16 in this appeal. However,we
would observe that a complainant in person should not be expected to be familiar with
all the provisions of Part I of FOIA and that just because a complainant does not
specify a breach of the duty to provide advice and assistance in his complaint,that
should not mean that the Commissioner is under no further obligation to consider the
public authority s duty in this respect.We come to this conclusion because we
consider
that where an authority has not complied with its duty under s16 this may go
to the very nature of the request and that any exercise of discretion by the
Commissioner
which does not take this into account may be flawed. Moreover the
Commissioner has a general duty to promote the following of good practice by public
authorities under s47(1)FOIA so as to promote the observance of the requirements of
the Again if he does not consider the duty then it could be argued that the
Commissioner
is in breach of s47,particularly because a Code of Practice has been
provided under s45 of the Act to cover this
18)
The Commissioner does not take this to mean generally that in dealing with a
complaint it is necessary to consider all possible contraventions of the Act, whether or
not
specified in the complaint.However,it will generally be appropriate to consider
whether it was reasonable to expect a public authority to have provides more advice
and
assistance
and,
if had done,so whether this might have had an impact upon how
the request was handled.
PREVIOUS / NEXT
Source
Details
Barber / Inland Revenue (9
Information Tribunal
November 2005)
Related Lines to Take

exist.

Act.

s.16
area. (para.

n/a
Related Documents
FS50067001,EA/2005/0004,Awareness Guidance 23

Contact
Date

PB
29/08/06 Policy
Reference LTT9

s3
FOI
FOI/EIR
Section/Regulation reg
EIR
2

Issue District Auditors

Line to take:
Auditors appointed under the Audit Commission Act 1998 are not public authorities for
the purposes of the They may,however,be public authorities for the purposes of

Act.
the EIR.
The Audit Commission,which appoints auditors,is a public authority for the purposes
of the Act and the EIR.However,it does hold information controlled by its appointed
auditors on behalf of those auditors.

Further Information:

The Act
The functions of the Audit Commission (orto give it its full title, the Audit Commission
for
Local Authorities and the National Health Service in England and Wales ) are set
out
in the Audit Commission Act 1998(the ACA In broad terms the Commission
does two things:
It appoints auditors to conduct the annual audits of Local,Police and Fire
Authorities and NHS bodies. The appointment of auditors and the powers and
duties of those auditors are set out in Part 2 of the ACA
It may itself carry out studies into performance and other matters, either
because
it considers that this would be useful, or at the invitation of an auditable
body,dealtor,inwithsome
cases,at the request of the Secretary of State.These matters
are
in Part 3 of the
Section 3 of the ACA specifies that auditors may be an officer of the Commission
(often referred to as District Auditors") or another individual who is not an officer of the
Commission or a firm of such individuals.Whether or not the appointed auditors are
officers of the Commission,the powers that they exercise to gather information,
produce
reports
etc
are
exercised
by them personally and not on behalf of the
Commission.Although the Audit Commission is a public authority listed in Schedule 1
of the FOIA,District Auditors and other appointed auditors are
The general conclusion to be drawn,therefore,is:
Appointed auditors are not public authorities and the information which they hold
(notably in relation to annual accounts)is not accessible under
The Audit Commission is a public authority. However,information it holds on
behalf of an appointed auditor (including officers of the Commissioner)is not
caught by the Act since it is covered by s3(2)(a), it is held by the
Commission
on
behalf of another person
When dealing with complaints,the key thing to establish is whether an audit has
been
carried out under Part 2 of the ACA,in which case it is not held, or Part 3,
in which case it is held by the Commission.
Appointed auditors clearly have many of the characteristics of public authorities and it
is notable that information relating to audits of central government bodies, which are
out by the National Audit Office, are accessible under the Act since the NAO is
acarried
public authority. The DCA is aware of the apparent anomaly and have told us,on a
confidential basis,that consideration is being given to an Order designating including
auditors appointed by the Commission as public authorities.
The Regulations
Auditors appointed by the Commission are public authorities for the purposes of the
This is because of how public authorities are defined in the The relevant
parts of reg 2(2)are as follows:

).

ACA.

not.

.

EIR.

FOIA.

i.e.

EIR.

(2)Subject to paragraph (3),"public authority" means

(a)government departments

.

Act,
disregarding for this
purpose the exceptions in paragraph 6 of Schedule 1 to the Act
(c)any other body or other person, that carries out functions of public administration&
(b)any other public authority as defined in section 3(1)of the

Auditors are caught by sub-paragraph (2)(c)in that they carry out functions of public
administration.

Insofar
as environmental
information is held on behalf of an auditor by the
Commission,
that information will be caught by the Act since it will be in the
possession of a public authority.

Source

Details

Legal Advice
Related Lines to Take

Audit Commission Counsel

Opinion

LTT10,LTT12
Related Documents
FS50069720 (noDN), X0388 (paperfile), Awareness Guidance 18

Contact
Date

PB
29/08/06 Policy
Reference LTT11

FOI/EI FOI Section/Regulati s3
R
on

Issue Official Receivers

Line to take:
When acting as statutory office holders, official receivers are not public authorities, and
not subject to the Freedom of Information
Further Information:
Official receivers are statutory office holders (people appointed to an office by virtue of
an enactment)
and an officer of the court to which they are attached. They are also civil
servants
employed by the Insolvency Service who act on directions, instructions and

Act.

guidance from the Inspector General of the Insolvency Service or,less frequently,the
Secretary of State (DTI).On appointment,official receivers simultaneously become civil
servants
and statutory office holders.
When acting as statutory office holders, official receivers are not subject to the Act
because
they are not listed in schedule As statutory office holders, official receivers
are
accountable to the court in respect of those actions,and courts are not themselves

1.

public authorities.
Official receivers duties as statutory office holders are largely set out in the Insolvency
Act 1986.These duties include those performed as a provisional liquidator,liquidator,
receiver
and manager,trustee,nominee in a FTVA (FastTrack Voluntary Arrangement)

or a supervisor in a voluntary arrangement.
The Insolvency Service is subject to the Act and,when acting as civil servants and not
assubject
statutory
office holders, information created or obtained by official receivers will be
to the Act.
Information held by official receivers in their capacity as civil servants and therefore
subject to the Act will include information relating to the management of staff. More
importantly,
the Act will also apply where the official receiver is acting on the specific
instructions
or
carrying out delegated functions of the Secretary of State.This will
include cases where an authority to proceed has been granted in a compulsory
liquidation or in a BRO (Bankruptcy Restriction Order)case or where a prosecution
report has been accepted in a bankruptcy.
Information held by official receivers will be subject the Act if they are acting both as a
statutory
office holder and for the Secretary of State.This will include cases in which
work is being
carried out with a view to establishing unfit conduct in a voluntary

liquidation.

Insolvency
Service website provides an example of the difference between acting
asThe
a
statutory
office holder and as a civil servant: An example of the distinction
between
when the official receiver acts as a statutory office holder and when he acts as
aInformation
civil servant is when he sends to a company director or bankrupt a Preliminary
and an appointment letter to attend for interview.The official
receiver
doesQuestionnaire
this as part of his statutory investigatory duty under section 132 or
section
289.attendHowever,
when sending leaflets to aid the recipient What happens
when
you
the official receiver s office and A guide to bankruptcy or a Guide to
directors ) the official receiver is acting as a civil servant.

(e.g.

(http://www.insolvency.gov.uk/freedomofinformation/technical/techmanvol1/Ch112/Chapter1/part2/part_2.htm)

The arguments above are those proposed by the Insolvency Service. The Information
Commissioner
accepts and agrees with this approach.
The Insolvency Service s approach can be read in full at:

http://www.insolvency.gov.uk/freedomofinformation/technical/casehelpmanual/Freedom
%20of%20Information/freedomofinformationanddata.htm
In summary:
Information
createdwillor obtained
by Official Receivers but in the possession of the
Insolvency
Service
be caught by the Act if it has been sent to the Service for
its own use by official receivers or was created by them acting as officials of the
Service ratherwhich
than statutory office holders.
Information
is stored on Insolvency Service systems or held in manual
files but was created or obtained by Official Receivers acting as statutory officer
holders will simply be held by the Service on behalf of the Official receivers and
will not be subject to the Act.
In practical terms,COs should establish what the information being requested is and
why it was created. This should not, in fact, be difficult. Information relating to an
individual s bankruptcy and held by an official receiver for example (which is the
information
most frequently requested)is not subject to the

Act.

Source

Details

Legal Advice
Related Lines to Take

LTT10,LTT11
Related Documents
FS50083375 (noDN),FS50077720 (noDN)

Contact
Date

EW
29/08/0 Policy
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Reference LTT12

s26,
s27,
s28,
s29,
s31,s33,
FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s36(read in Issue Prejudice test
conjunction
with LTT36),
s38,s43
Line to take:
The prejudice test is not a weak test, and a public authority must be able to point to
prejudice which is real, actual or of substance and to show some causal link between the
potential disclosure and the prejudice.
Likely to prejudice means that the possibility of prejudice should be real and significant,
and certainly more than hypothetical or remote. Would prejudice places a much stronger
evidential burden on the public authority and must be at least more probable than
Where the level of prejudice has not been specified then,unless there is clear evidence
that the higher level should apply,the lower threshold should be
The acceptance that a prejudice based exemption is engaged,and the level of likelihood at
which it is engaged would or would be likely to will affect the consideration of the
Public Interest Test
Further Information:
prejudice test
InThe
Hogan
v
the ICO and Oxford City Council the Tribunal stated that The application of the
prejudice test should be considered as involving a numbers of steps. First,there is a
need
to identify the applicable interest(s)within the relevant exemption&&..Second,the
nature
of prejudice being claimed must be considered
third step for the
maker concerns the likelihood of occurrence of prejudice. (para 28 to
Step 1 Identifying the applicable interests within the relevant exemption
This will basically be a case of carefully considering the wording of the exemption in
question
and ensuring that the prejudice claimed is to the interest stated. For example,it
is only prejudice to the economic interests of the United Kingdom that can be considered
under
s29(1)(a),so arguments about prejudice to other
interests
of the
United Kingdom abroad would have no relevance to this exemption (although,they might
be relevant to a claim of s27(1)(d)).
As a number of prejudice based exemptions have multiple subsections covering different
interests,
it will be important to know which subsection,and therefore what prejudice, the
public authority is claiming.
Step 2 Considering the nature of the prejudice
The Tribunal in Hogan commented as follows (at para 30 ) Second the nature of the
prejudice being claimed must be considered. An evidential burden rests with the decision
maker to beandablethetoprejudice
show thatandsome
causal relationship exists between the potential
disclosure
the prejudice is, as Lord Falconer of Thoronton has
stated real, actual or of substance (Hansard HL (VOL.162,April 20,2000, 827)If
the public authority is unable to discharge this burden satisfactorily, reliance on prejudice

-

-

not.

used.

&&..A

decision34).

non-economic

col.

should be rejected.
A fuller extract of the quote from Lord Falconer of Thoronton is Finally, on the subject of
exemptions,
I want to emphasise the strength of the prejudice Prejudice is a term
used in otherbylegislation
relating to the disclosure of information. It is a term well
understood
the courts and the public. It is not a weak The commissioner will
have the power
to overrule an authority if she feels that any prejudice caused by a
disclosure
would be trivial or insignificant. She will ensure that an authority must point to
prejudice which is real, actual or of substance
The Commissioner’s view of this is that the choice of the term prejudice is important to
consider
in this context. It implies not just that the disclosure of information must have
some effect on the applicable interest, but that this effect must be detrimental or damaging
in some If a trivial or insignificant prejudice is claimed then it is questionable
whether any detriment or actual prejudice to the interest being protected has truly been
identified.
Incannot
termsbeofsaid
casework,
if the prejudice identified is insignificant or trivial and as such
to have any real detrimental or prejudicial effect, or if the nature of the
prejudice claimed cannot be adequately linked backed to the disclosure of the information
in question,then the exemption should not be accepted as having been engaged.(see
also comments under heading Evidence of Prejudice below)
Step 3 Considering the likelihood of the prejudice
be likely to prejudice
InWould
the case of John Connor Press Associates Limited v The Information Commissioner the
Tribunal confirmed that the chance of prejudice being suffered should be more than a
hypothetical possibility; there must have been a real and significant (para 15)
This interpretation follows the judgement of Mr Justice Munby in R (onthe application of
Lord)v Secretary of State for the Home Office [2003].In that case,the view was
expressed
that, Likely connotes a degree of probability that there is a very significant and
weighty chance of prejudice to the identified public interests. The degree of risk must be
such
that there may very well be prejudice to those interests,even if the risk falls short of
being more probable than
In other words,the risk of prejudice need not be more likely than not, but must be
substantially more than remote.
Would prejudice
In the case of Hogan v Oxford City Council & The information Commissioner the Tribunal
found that the prejudice test is not restricted to would be likely to prejudice It provides
an alternative
limb of would prejudice Clearly this second limb of the test places a much
stronger
evidential burden on the public authority to discharge.
For
would prejudice whilst it would not be possible to prove that prejudice would occur
beyond any doubt whatsoever, prejudice must be at least more probable than
of likelihood of Prejudice not specified by Public Authority
InLevel
McIntyre v The Information Commissioner and the Ministry of Defence the public
authority had claimed s36(2)but had not specified whether the Qualified Person s opinion
was
that prejudice would occur or would be likely to
The IT commented at paragraph 45 that We consider that where the qualified person
does
not designate the level of prejudice,that Parliament still intended that the

.

test.

test.

way.

risk.

not.

.

.

not.

occur.

reasonableness
of the opinion should be assessed by the Commissioner but in the
absenceunless
of designation as to level of prejudice that the lower threshold of prejudice
applies,
there is other clear evidence that it should be at the higher level.
The ICO position is that where the level of prejudice has not been specified then case
officers should give the pa an opportunity to clarify which test has been applied.However,
if this approach doesn t lead to clarification then the above principle from McIntyre should
be followed.Whilst the Tribunal didn t expand upon what it meant by clear evidence the
Commissioner
considers that the language of the arguments may be significant even if it
doesn
t exactly mirror the wording of the exemption.For example arguments made about
consequences of disclosure,rather than possible consequences of disclosure, might be
taken as evidence of the higher test.
The Commissioner s view is also that this principle can be extended to other prejudice
based exemptions. Therefore where a public authority has failed to specify the level of
prejudice at which an exemption has been engaged the lower threshold of likely to
prejudice should be applied, unless there is clear evidence that it should be the higher
level.
Level
of likelihood of prejudice accepted by the Commissioner
If a public authority specifies that a prejudice would occur, and the Commissioner
considers
that this level of likelihood has not been demonstrated,but that the lower level of
would be likely to occur has been demonstrated. Then,apart from in section 36 cases for
which see LTT 36,it will be acceptable to engage the exemption on a would be likely to
basis and then carry this level of likelihood through to the public interest test (see also
below)
Similarly (although in practice this may occur less often)if a public authority specifies that a
prejudice would be likely to occur,but the Commissioner considers that the evidence
presented36actually
that the prejudice would occur.Then, apart from in
section
cases
fordemonstrates
which see LTT36,it will be acceptable to engage the exemption on a
would basis and then carry this level of likelihood through to the public interest test (see
also
below)
Evidence of Prejudice
The Commissioner s view,taking into account the Tribunal s comments in Hogan is that
there is an evidential burden on the public authority to be able to demonstrate that:
the nature of the prejudice claimed can be linked backed to the disclosure of the
information
in question
likelihood of the prejudice occurring meets the test for the level of likelihood claimed.
IntheReith
v
ICO and London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham (LBHF)the IT found that
the public authority had not provided evidence of a causal link and that the exemption in
question,
s31(1)(g)in conjunction with s31(2)(c), was therefore not engaged. LBHF had
relied upon its own parking enforcement expertise in support of its belief that prejudice
would occur but had not provided evidence beyond this. The IT considered that [its]
evidence
is not independent,and being unsupported amounts to a bare assertion. Such
examples as given by LBHF do not demonstrate anything more than an unsupported fear
that disclosure might increase illegal parking.
However,
in England v ICO and London Borough of Bexley (LBB)the Tribunal stated that it
was
impossible to provide evidence of the causal link between the disclosure of the list [of
empty properties] and the prevention of crime. That is a speculative task,and as all
parties have accepted there is no evidence of exactly what would happen on disclosure it

,

,

is necessary to extrapolate from the evidence available to come to the conclusion about
what is likely
From
this it can be seen that although unsupported speculation or opinion will not be taken
as evidence of the nature or likelihood of prejudice, neither can it be expected that public
authorities must prove that something definitely will happen if the information in question is
disclosed.
Whilst there will always be some extrapolation from the evidence available,the
public authority must be able to provide some evidence (notjust unsupported opinion)to
extrapolate
When considering the likelihood of prejudice, for the test of would rather than would be
likely to the evidence will need to be sufficient to support the higher
The effect of engaging a prejudice based exemption on the Public Interest Test
The acceptance that a prejudice based exemption is engaged,and the level of likelihood at
which it is engaged will affect the consideration of the Public Interest
As set out above,in order to engage a prejudice based exemption it will be necessary to
establish that any effect from disclosure of the information is detrimental or damaging to
the interest being protected in some real So when considering the severity of the
prejudice under the Public Interest Test it will be important to remember that in accepting
that the exemption has been engaged it has already been accepted that the nature of the
prejudice is not trivial or insignificant
The level of likelihood accepted when the exemption is engaged should be carried through
into the Public Interest
In accepting that an exemption has been engaged on a would be likely basis it has
already been accepted that the likelihood of the prejudice occurring is substantially more
than remote,and so it will not be acceptable to argue in the Public Interest Test that the
likelihood of the prejudice occurring is anything less than It would also not be
consistent
to allow that the prejudice would
Similarly,
where an exemption has been successfully engaged on a would basis,it would
not
be consistent to find in the Public Interest Test that the likelihood of prejudice occurring
is anything less than more probable than not
The practical effect of this is that although a public authority that claims would prejudice
has a higher hurdle to overcome when engaging the exemption;if it manages to meet this
higher test,then it may effectively bolster its arguments in favour of maintaining the
exemption
when
it comes to the Public Interest
It should be remembered,however,
that even if the arguments in favour of maintaining the exemption are strong this won t
necessarily
mean
that the information should be withheld, as equally weighty arguments in
favour of disclosure would tip the decision in favour of disclosure.

from.

test.
Test.

Test.

.

way.

occur. this.
Test.

Source
Information Tribunal

Details
John Connor Press Associates /
National Maritime Museum (25
January
2005)
Hogan/ Oxford City Council
(17/10/06)
Dziecielewiski / OCG (02/05/07)
Reith/ LBHF (1June 2007)

England / LBB ( 10 May 2007)
McIntyre / Ministry of Defence

(14January 2008)

Related Lines to Take
n/a
Related Documents
FS50063478 (JCP/NMM),EA/2005/0005 (JCP/NMM),EA/2005/0026 and EA/2005/0030
(Hogan/Oxford),
EA/2006/0068 & 0080(Dziecielewski/OGC),EA/2006/0058 (Reith),
EA/2006/0060 & 0066(England),EA/2007/0068 (McIntyre)
Awareness Guidance 20
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Date

EW / LA /RM
11/05/2009 Policy
LTT13

Reference

FOI Section/Regulation s2(2)(b) Issue Public interest inherent in
FOI/EIR EIR
Reg12(1)(b)
exemption / exception

Line to take:
When considering any individual exemption / exception,only the particular public
interest
inherent in the exemption /exception in question should be considered,rather
than all public interest considerations relevant to the subject.
For
EIR cases,the public interests in favour of maintaining each individual exception (if
engaged)can be aggregated, and weighed against the public interest in disclosure,
once
the individual considerations above have taken place.
For FOI cases,no final overall aggregation of the public interests in favour of the
individual exemptions should take place.
Further Information:
When considering the public interest test, only the factors relevant to and inherent in the
exemption(s)/ exception(s)being claimed should be taken into account.
Public authorities, therefore,are not entitled to rely on general arguments concerning
the public interest in withholding the requested information.Similarly, in making a
decision,complaints officers should ensure that they do not propose counter arguments
to irrelevant considerations.
For
example,
when
considering the public interest in relation to s26 claimed about
communications between ministers about military action,it cannot be argued that there
is public interest in withholding the information because there is public interest in
maintaining the confidentiality of communications between ministers. This is not
relevant
to maintaining to the claim that disclosing this information would or would be
likely to prejudice the defence of the British islands
In the case of Bellamy v the Information Commissioner and the DTI the Tribunal
clarified that only relevant public interest considerations could be taken into account,
stating that, As section 2(2)(b)makes clear,the relevant exercise is to weigh the public

etc.

,

interest
in maintaining the exemption which is manifested by the relevant provisions
against the public interest in disclosing the information.If the weighing process is in
favour
of the maintenance of the exemption,then any duty to communicate or disclose
is disapplied.It necessarily follows that not all public interest considerations which might
otherwise appear to be relevant to the subject matter should be taken into account.
What has to be concentrated upon is the particular public interest necessarily inherent
in the exemption or exemptions relied
(para.5)
This point was made again by the Tribunal in DWP v the ICO (2006/0040): The public
authority s assessment of the public interest in maintaining the exemption should focus
onthanthea public
interest
factors
specifically associated with that particular exemption rather
more general consideration of the public interest in withholding the information.
(para 24)
Indisclosure
Hogan,thetheTribunal
similarly stated, In considering factors that mitigate against
focus
should be upon the public interest expressed explicitly or implicitly
in the particular exemption provision at issue. (para 25)
High Court Confirmation
The Information Tribunal in Ofcom v the ICO and
(acase considered under
the EIR)found at paragraph 58 that for a factor to carry weight in favour of the
maintenanceIt isofaanfactor
exception
it must be one that arises naturally from the nature of the
exception.
in favour of maintaining that exception,not any matter that may
generally be said to justify withholding information from release to the public,regardless
of content
On appeal to the High Court Lord Justice Laws confirmed the Tribunal s approach as
lawful,
commenting (at para 47)that the Tribunal s view set out at paragraph 58 was
indeed reasonable;but more than that& it accords with the statutory scheme.
This approach was endorsed by Justice Williams in the later case of DBERR v O Brien
& the IC where the Judge said that he shared the concerns raised by the
Commissioner s Counsel with regard to the Tribunal aggregating public interest factors
(see paragraphs 57& 58).
Court
of Appeal EIR cases
The Court of Appeal overturned the High Court s decision in the Ofcom case and
remitted the decision back to the Information Tribunal.
The position in relation to the application of individual exceptions remains as above
(that only the public interest inherent in maintaining the particular exception in question
should be taken into account).
However,
the Court of Appeal agreed with Ofcom s argument (at para 35)that where
more than one exception is found to apply,they must at some point be considered
together for the purpose of the public interest balancing exercise;that is to say,the
aggregate public interest in maintaining the exceptions must be weighed against the
public interest in disclosure.
Whilst the ICO is to appeal this aspect of the Court of Appeal to the House of Lords,the
Court
of Appeal decision is binding upon
Therefore,
for
EIR cases,the public interests from each exception (if engaged)can be
aggregated once the individual considerations have taken place. In practice this should
only mean a difference in approach for those cases where in relation to the same
information
it is found that more that one exception is engaged,with the public
interest
for each
of the individual exceptions favouring disclosure. In these cases it will
be necessary to do a further public interest test in which the public interest in disclosure
is weighed against the overall, or cumulative,public interest in favour of maintaining all

upon.

T-Mobile

-

us.

-

-.

the exceptions that have been engaged.
of Appeal FOI cases
InCourt
the High Court case Home Office & Ministry of Justice v the ICO the Court
referenced the Ofcom case above and found thatoutweighs
it is necessary to consider whether
the aggregate public interest in
the aggregate public interest
in favour of disclosure However,the ICO considers that this comment is not binding
upon us as the Ofcom decision didn t form part of the appellant s case and in any case
this point wasn t central to the Court s decision.
There
is also a suggestion at paragraph 35 of this case that the High Court might also
not
agree
with the position regularly taken by both the ICO and the Tribunal in relation
to individual exemptions (that only the public interest inherent in maintaining the
particular exception in question should be taken into account). However,no actual
finding was made on this point so again the ICO does not consider this to be binding
upon
Our positioninherent
for FOIAtocases
remains as set out above,that only public interest
arguments
the exemption in question should be accepted, and that there is
no requirement to undertake an aggregated public interest
PREVIOUS / NEXT
Source
Details
Bellamy / DTI (4April 2006)
DWP / Oaten (5March 2007)

non-disclosure
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July 2009)
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Reference LTT14

s2,s42

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation reg

12(5)(b)

interest
in legal professional
Issue Public
privilege

Line to take:
There
will always be a strong element of public interest inbuilt into the legal professional
privilege exemption. However it is not an absolute exemption and where there are equal or
weightier countervailing factors,then the public interest in maintaining the exemption does not
outweigh the public interest in disclosing the information.
Further Information:
Development of Public Interest
Paragraphs
26 56 of the Tribunal s decision in the case of Pugh provide a useful summary of
the development of LPP starting with the often used quote from the Tribunal in the case of
Bellamy
&there is a strong element of public interest inbuilt into the privilege itself. At least equally
strong countervailing
considerations would need to be adduced to override that inbuilt
interest&.it
is important that public authorities be allowed to conduct a free exchange of views
as to their legal rights and obligations with those advising them without fear of intrusion,save
in the most clear case&
In the same case,the MoD and the Commissioner also contended that the public interest
factors
in favour of disclosure needed to be exceptional to result in disclosure where the LPP
exemption
The Tribunal did not believe that this was the correct test to be applied
under the is engaged.
The Tribunal stated the position as follows:
The fact there is already an inbuilt weight in the LPP exemption will make it more difficult to
show
the balance lies in favour of disclosure but that does not mean that the factors in favour
of disclosure need to be exceptional,just as or more weighty than those in favour of
maintaining the exemption.
Inwould
Pugh,betheoutweighed
Tribunal went onto suggest that the public interest in maintaining the exemption
by the public interest in disclosing the information where the privilege
holder no longer has a recognised interest to protect The Tribunal also said that there may
be an argument in favour of disclosure where the subject matter of the requested information
would affect a significant group of people In the case of Shipton,a differently constituted

Arguments:-

(2005):-

.

Act.

.
.

-

Tribunal suggested that the public interest in maintaining the exemption would be outweighed
by the public interest in disclosing the information when the harm likely to be suffered by the
party entitled to LPP is slight, or the requirement for disclosure is overwhelming (para14b).
The Commissioner accepts the position as set out by the Tribunal namely that decision
notices should not refer to a need for exceptional public interests to be present to result in
disclosure
although to date on only one occasion has the Commissioner found that the factors
in favour of maintaining the exemption were did not outweighed by those in favour of
disclosure this being in respect of an enforcement notice request for relating to requests for
the Attorney General s advice on the legality of the war in
The only case to date where the Tribunal has found that the public interest factors in
maintaining the exemption were outweighed by those in favour of disclosure is the case of the
Mersey
Tunnel Users Association and the Information Commissioner and Merseytravel

s.42

Iraq.

(2008).

This case concerned the operator s (now Merseytravel) running of the Mersey Tunnel at a loss
in the 70s and 80s with the deficit being made up from a levy on the five district councils of

Merseyside.

Inadvice
the 1990s the Tunnel became profitable and in August 1994 the operators sought legal
as to whether they should use the profits to reduce the tolls,thus benefiting toll users,
orbenefit
alternatively whether the funds should be used to repay district councils and therefore
a wider
of Merseyside. The operators adopted the latter option.
At para 51,the Tribunal concluded:
Bellamy: there is a strong element of public
interest inbuilt into the privilege itself.toAtquote
least equally strong countervailing considerations
would need to be adduced to override that public interest In our judgment,the countervailing
considerations
adduced here are not equally strong,they are stronger. The opinion should be
disclosed

cross-section

.

.

The Commissioner s Approach
The Commissioner will now consider the

following:-

Factor in favour of maintaining the
Factor in favour of disclosure
exemption
The concept of legal professional privilege and The assumption in favour of
the rationale behind the concept ensuring disclosure and the rationale behind
frankness
between
lawyer
and
client which the assumption accountability,
goes to serve the wider administration of justice transparency,
furthering public debate
etc)
etc)
Additional weight may be added to the above Additional weight may be added to the
factor if the advice
above factor
issues are
relevant
on theif thefactsfollowing
of the particular

(i.e.

is:-

(i.e.

Recent
Live
Protects the rights of individuals

case:- Large amount money

of
involved
Large
number
of people
affected
Lack of transparency in the
public authority’s actions

1.ThereGeneralalwaysArgumentsan

will
be initial weighting in favour of maintaining the exemption due to the
importance
of the concept behind LPP,namely,safeguarding the right of any person to obtain
free
and frank legal advice which goes to serve the wider administration of justice. This
position was endorsed by Justice Williams in the High Court case of DBERR v Dermod
O Brien who said:
42cases are different simply because the
public interest in non-disclosure
itself carries significant weight which will always have to be considered in the balancing
(para41)&.The
exercise
public interest in withholding information to which legal
professional privilege applies is acknowledged to command significant weight (para 53)
However,Justice Williams indicated that this did not mean that should be elevated by
the back door to be an absolute exemption and instead indicated that the proper approach to
take was to:
&acknowledge and give effect to the significant weight to be afforded to the exemption in any
event,
ascertain
whether there were particular or further factors which pointed to
disclosure
and then consider whether the features supporting disclosure (including the
underlying public interests which favoured disclosure)were of equal weight at the very
least& (para 53).
2)Case Specific Arguments
Other factors should also be considered, where appropriate,as below:
a)Recent legal advice
With the exception of the Tribunal in the case of Frank Adlam and HM Treasury in November
2007 which said that the principle of LPP was undiminished with age (para 72),a number of
differently constituted Tribunals have indicated that the passage of time does favour
disclosure. Although not a straight line,the Commissioner accepts this principle.
This position is based on the principle that if advice has been recently obtained,it is likely to
be used in a variety of decision-making processes allowing the client to determine a
course
of action/issue court proceedings/raise challenges through other channels,
ombudsman).
The Commissioner recognises that these processes would be likely to be

. . .Section

in-built

in-built

.

s.42

non-

(i.e.

e.g.

affected by disclosure.
However,
the older the advice,the more likely it is to have served its purpose and the less
likely it is to be used as part of a decision making process. This may mean that any harm to
the privilege holder is slight and gives weight to arguments in favour of disclosure.
For
these reasons,it seems unlikely that the Commissioner would find in favour of disclosing
recent legal advice but in any event the definition of recent will very much depend on the
specific circumstances as in some cases advice can remain relevant for a long time whilst in
others
it may be less relevant where legislation and case law have changed rapidly, for
example,
advice which was weeks old was described as relatively recent in Kessler whilst
advice which was 6 years old was described as still relatively recent in Kitchener whereas in
Mersey Tunnel,advice which was over 10 years old was considered not recent
Consideration should also be given to cases where the advice is over thirty years old as the
exemption
can
no
longer
be claimed (s.63FOIA). However if the public authority claims
the advice is still being relied on it would be best to seek the advice of a team leader/policy at
the start of the investigation.
b)Live advice
Advice is live if it is still being implemented or relied upon and therefore may continue to give
rise to legal
challenges by those unhappy with the course of action adopted based on that
advice.
To disclose legal advice where litigation is in contemplation or in prospect would be to
upset the delicate balance of fairness between legal adversaries.
Also legal advice may not
only consider legalities but also tactical and
issues
and
it would be unfair to require
a public authority to reveal its advice whilst their (private)opponent would not be so

.

s.42

non-legal

compelled.

However whilstitthemayprospect
of litigation can never be completely ruled out, where it is not in
contemplation,
be possible to take this into account along with other factors within the
public interest test although care will be needed to ensure fairness to public authorities who
may face prejudice in possible future proceedings if previous legal advice is disclosed.
c)Significant personal interests public/administrative issues
The Tribunal in the Mersey Tunnel case introduced the idea that the context of the case may
affect the weight to be given to LPP. For example,they suggested that where the matter
involves
significant personal interests (para 49)or where there is a human rights element,
then the doctrine of LPP is at its most important. Unfortunately the Tribunal used the
language
of lessening or increasing the inbuilt weight of the LPP concept to describe this
point:
can
we
say that the doctrine has less inbuilt weight in some situations than
the
issues addressed in the advice do not affect individuals significantly, there is less inbuilt

v-

&.

50).

others?. . if

weight attaching to the exemption& (paras49 &
They gave the examples of the Crown Prosecution Service in criminal cases or local
authorities in childcare cases and said that these authorities could rely on the doctrine

.
in-built

attracting its full inbuilt weight However the Tribunal indicated that the Merseytravel case
was at the opposite end ofweight.
the spectrum in that it concerned pure administration and thus the
LPP attracted less
The Commissioner will not adopt the Tribunal s approach in reducing the starting weight to the
given to the concept of LPP where the subject relates to administrative or
issues.
This approach is supported by a later decision of the Tribunal in the case of Fuller and
the Ministry of Justice where it was said that the principles behind the legal professional
privilege &are as weighty in the case of a public authority as for a private citizen seeking
advice on his position at law& (para
However,
in cases where significant personal interests/human rights issues are involved then
weight can be added to the concept of legal professional privilege.
4)Amount of money involved
InPugh,
the Mersey Tunnel case,the total repayment was likely to be in the region of 70 million. In
the pension fund at the heart of the request for information was worth 1 billion. Quite
aconsidering
large amount of money therefore needs to be at stake to justify including this factor in
where the public interest lies.
5)Number of people affected
Inreducing
the Mersey Tunnel case,the decision of Merseytravel to repay the councils rather than
the toll fees would impact upon all the users of the Mersey Tunnel (approximately
80,000
people per weekday)and to a lesser extent all the
paying residents of the
five districts of Merseyside (approximately 1,485,900). In the Pugh case,some 19,500
people and their dependents would be affected by the material pension In the case of
Gillingham however the Tribunal indicated that the number of people affected by a decision
concerning a public footpath was small and as such was not a significant factor to be taken
into consideration.
6)Transparency of public authority s actions
A number of differently constituted Tribunals have indicated that weight must be attached to a
general
principle of accountability and transparency &the public interest factors in favour of
disclosure&can take into account the general public interests
in the promotion of
transparency,accountability, public understanding and involvement i n the democratic process
(para 53Pugh).
In the Merseytravel case,the Tribunal felt the lack of transparency in Merseytravel s actions
and
reasons
was
crucial
in reaching their conclusion. For example,Merseytravel indicated
on theirtowebsite
legal duty to repay the district councils and yet could offer no
statute
supportthatthisthey had a legal
duty and instead referred to the legal advice in question.
The Tribunal also noted that the repayments had not always been clearly identified in the
annual
accounts
which would thwart proper scrutiny and a fully informed public debate about
Merseytravel s operation and again demonstrates a lack of transparency in the financial
dealings of this public authority.

non-personal

12).

-

so-called

council-tax

fund.

.

The Tribunal did however point out that the circumstances in Merseytravel were striking
They said that their concern in this case was the public interest in transparency because the
public authority has pursued a settled course of action over a period of years, involving tens of
millions of pounds,and in effect preferring one sector of the public over another in
circumstances
where
legitimate and serious questions can readily be asked about both the
power to make the payments and the obligation to do so (para
This argument in relation to transparency was also considered in the FCO case where a
differently constituted Tribunal said at paragraph 29:
&what sort of public interest is likely to undermine [this]& privilege? &plainly it must amount
to more than curiosity as to what advice the public authority has recei The most obvious
cases would be those where there is reason to believe that the authority is misrepresenting
the advice which it has received,where it is pursuing a policy which appears to be unlawful or
where there are clear indications that it has ignored unequivocal advice which it has
obtained&
The Tribunal also said that such arguments of misrepresentation should be supported by
cogent evidence (para This approach was also adopted in the later case of Boddy and
North Norfolk District Council in which the Tribunal s judgement suggests that where the public
authority s legal advice shows that they are misleading the public or acting unlawfully then this
&would be likely to be a significant factor in favour of disclosure& (para
Where part of the advice has already been disclosed,consideration must be given to whether
the full advice should be disclosed for reasons of transparency,for example,where the part
disclosure has led to misrepresentation or a misleading picture being presented to the public.
In
light of the FCO decision this is not a default public interest argument in these types of
cases,but can only be used on the basis of the particular information. In the FCO decision
the Tribunal found that there was little public interest in disclosing the remaining advice.
The Commissioner takes the view that the more evidence that can be provided, the more
weight will be given to arguments in favour of disclosure, although generic arguments of
transparency
and accountability can be taken into account albeit that they may attract less

46).

ved.

33).

45).

weight.

7)Other case specific circumstances

Thereand
will of course be other factors which are relevant to the specific circumstances of each
case
these must also be weighed in conjunction with the above.

Note:
Although not binding upon him,the Commissioner is aware of the recent decision by the
European
Court of Justice of 1 July 2008. The legal advice in question related to a proposal
for
a European Council Directive to lay down minimum standards for the reception of
applicants for asylum within Member States to include the Community s powers regarding
access by third country nationals to the labour market. The Court of First Instance accepted
the arguments of the Council of the European Union who refused to disclose the advice. The
European Court however held that the legal advice should be disclosed because &.it is a

.advice&..

lack of information and debate which is capable of giving rise to doubts in the minds of
citizens, not only as regards the lawfulness
of an isolated act, but also as regards the
(para 59) Insofar as the independence
legitimacy of the
process
as
a
whole
of the legal advisors was concerned,the European Court said that &even if members of that
legal service were subjected to improper pressure,it would be that pressure and not the
possibility of the disclosure of legal opinions,which would compromise that institution s
(para
interest
in receiving frank,objective and comprehensive
The Commissioner notes that this decision supports the approach adopted in the LTT
particularly in terms of the importance of considering the transparency and lawfulness of the
authority s course of action in weighing up the public interest test to determine whether legal
advice should be disclosed.

decision-making

64).
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Source

IT

Details
Pugh / Ministry of Defence (17

December 2007)
Bellamy / Secretary of State for
Trade & Industry (4April 2006)
Shipton (11January 2007)
Mersey Tunnel Users Association
/ Merseytravel (15February 2008)
Kessler
of Defence (29
November/ Ministry
2007)
Kitchener & Derby City Council
(20December 2006)
Foreign & Commonwealth Office
(29April 2008)
Boddy / N.Norfolk District Council

(23June 2008)

Sweden
& Maurizio Turco /
Netherlands & European Union
Council
Fuller / Ministry of Justice (5
August 2008)
DBERR / Dermod O Brien (High

-

Court 10 February 2009)
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LTT6,LTT14,LTT113
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EA/2007/0055 (Pugh),EA/2005/0023 (Bellamy),EA/2006/0028 (Shipton),EA/2007/0052
(Merseytravel),
EA/2007/0043)(Kessler),EA/2006/0044 (Kitchener),EA/2007/0092 (FCO),
Enforcement
Notice,
Awareness
Guidance 4 (LPP),Awareness Guidance 3 (PIT),
EA/2007/0074 (Boddy),Judgment of the Court of Justice in Joined Cases
and
52/05 (Turco),EA/2008/0005 (Fuller),[2009]EWHC 164(QB)(DBERR),

C-39/05

Legal Services Internal Guidance

Contact
Date

HD
30/04/2010 Policy
Reference LTT15

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s43

Issue Prejudice
relations to contractual

Line to take:
In considering how likely it is that the commercial interests of a public authority might
be prejudiced if information relating to one financial transaction were disclosed to a
party in subsequent negotiations with that authority,both the nature of the information
and
the degree of similarity between the transactions should be taken into account.
Further Information:
In the case of John Connor Press Associates Limited v The Information Commissioner
the Tribunal ruled that the disclosure of financial information relating to the
commissioning
of artwork by the National Maritime Museum from a named artist would
not be likelythetodecision
prejudice the commercial interests of the museum.This judgement
overruled
of the
The NMM had refused to disclose the information on the grounds that to do so would
by likely to prejudice its bargaining position during contractual information with other

,

ICO.

artists.
The Tribunal accepted that the commercial interests of a public authority might be
prejudiced if certain information in relation to one transaction were to become available
to a counterparty in negotiations on a subsequent transaction. However,it noted that
certain
factors should be considered in such cases,stating that whether or not
prejudice was likely would depend on the nature of the information and the degree of
similarity between the two transactions. (para 15)
This should not suggest that these are the only factors that can be taken into account.
In this case,the likelihood of prejudice was not judged to be sufficient because of the
nature of the information relating to the negotiations already disclosed,and because
the types of work created by the named artist and the artist in subsequent negotiations
were so different that they could not be treated as true comparables.

Source
Information Tribunal

Details
John Connor Press Associates
/ National Maritime Museum
(25January 2005)

Related Lines to Take
LTT13

Related Documents
FS50063478,EA/2005/0005,Awareness Guidance 5,Awareness Guidance 20

Contact
Date

EW
29/08/06 Policy
Reference LTT16

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s36

of the reasonable
Issue Investigation
opinion of the qualified person

Line to take:
Information can only be exempt by virtue of section 36 if, in the reasonable opinion of a
qualified person, disclosure would or would be likely to lead to any of the adverse
consequences
identified in (2). In investigating cases involving case officers

s.36

must:

s.36,

Ascertain who is the qualified person/s for that particular authority
Establish that an opinion was given
Ascertain when the opinion was given
Consider whether the opinion given was reasonable in substance and reasonably

arrived at

It is important to distinguish between the exemption (which is engaged by the qualified
person giving an opinion) and the public interest test (which must be applied when or after
the opinion has been given).

Further Information:
Further Information:

N1..B.

This LTT should be read in conjunction with LTT35 & LTT118
Who is the qualified person?
Qualified persons may be listed in section 36(5)or may appear on the MoJ web site at

http://www.foi.gov.uk/guidance/exguide/sec36/annex-d.htm
The list provided at this link is useful, but it has to be taken into account that it hasn t been
updated for some The webpage itself now says that it is archived and is not being
updated.
If a public authority has a body or person authorised to act as the qualified
person,and this
does not appear in the Act or onWethewould
MOJ list, we may require
confirmation
that authorisation has been
expect
authorities to keep on
file a record that authorisation has been given,so that this can be supplied to us in the
event of any dispute.
The ability of the qualified person to determine whether information is exempt by virtue of
section
36 cannot be delegated to another
The reason for asking who gave the
opinion in a section 36 case is to ensure that the decision was taken by the correct
If the person who gives the opinion is not the qualified person,then information
cannot be exempt.(butsee also below and LTTs 35 and 118for discussion about flaws in
the process)
Was an opinion given?
There is no requirement in the Act for the qualified person to sign a certificate or to give
annot,opinion
in writing. The fact that there is no evidence of an opinion being given does
therefore,
prove
that the exemption is not engaged.Although we may be content with
an assurance that an opinion was given the other matters section of a DN should state
that good practice is to keep a proper record (see also section below on Investigation).
The question of whether the opinion was reasonably arrived at is dealt with
S.36(7)
provides that a certificate signed by the Speaker of the House of Commons or,in
respect
of the House of Lords,the Clerk of the Parliaments shall be conclusive evidence
that disclosure would, or would be likely to have any of the effects mentioned in 36(2).
Also according to section 2(3)(e),section 36 operates as an absolute exemption so far as
it relates to information held by either the House of Commons or the House of

time.

given.

person.

person.

2.

below.

Lords.

3In.theory
When was

the opinion given?
this should be a straightforward check to ensure that the qualified person s
opinion was obtained in advance of the request being refused under section 36 and prior
to the commencement of the ICO investigation. In reality various complications may
occur See LTT118 in s36for further discussion on this point.
It should also be noted that the extension to the 20 working day period for response in
order
to consider the public interest cannot be correctly claimed until the qualified person
has given her or his opinion that information is exempt.
Was the opinion given reasonable in substance and reasonably arrived at
Further
information
on
the interpretation of reasonableness is available in LTT35 based
on the Guardian
& Brooke v The Information Commissioner and McIntyre v the ICO
Information
Tribunal decisions. Both of these cases set out further guidance in
interpreting reasonable opinion and comment on the extent to which the opinion must be
both reasonable in substance and reasonably arrived
LTT 35 also notes the Tribunal s comments in Guardian & Brooke on evidence and
concludes that although it may not be possible to collect evidence on what might happen
in the future,this does not mean,that the process of reaching a reasonable opinion
should not be supported by evidence.

.

4.

at.

Investigation
In the McIntyre case the Tribunal commented (at para 47)that We would recommend to
the Commissioner that in future investigations for complaints where a s.36(2)exemption
has been claimed that he should require to see more evidence in relation to the opinion
given by the qualified person,such as civil servants submissions to ministers and their

responses.

Incommented
Home Office
& Ministry of Justice v the Information Commissioner the Tribunal
on this issue again,saying that The IC did not require to see submissions to
ministers
or
the ministers responses but still came to this conclusion [ that s36 was
engaged]We have had the opportunity of seeing the submissions and are satisfied that
the exemption is engaged. However we would observe,as the Tribunal did in McIntyre v
IC EA/2007/0068,that the IC is unsafe to come to such a conclusion without seeing the
submissions
to ministers as otherwise the test established in Guardian Newspapers Ltd &
Brooke v IC EA/2006/0011
& 13that the opinion should be reasonable in substance and
reasonably arrived at will be difficult to consider.
To investigate whether the opinion was reasonable case officers should establish what
the qualified person had in front of them when making their decision This should include
establishing whether a record of the decision making was kept or a subsequent account
was
written
up or is capable of being written Information a qualified person had in
front of them when making a decision could include:

,

up.

.

ab..
cd..

The information itself
A summary or description of the requested information
Information supporting a recommendation

Contrary arguments
It is important that wherever possible we view the information that the qualified person
had in front of them as part of our assessment of whether or not the opinion given is
reasonable.
By viewing the information we can check that only relevant factors were
taken into consideration and that the substance of the requested information is not such
that the Qualified Person could not reach a reasonable opinion that the exemption was
engaged (see also LTT35).
Assessing responses
Inwillassessing
responses
to questions about section 36 by public authorities a case officer
need to make a judgment whether to accept the response of the public authority. The
case
officer will need to consider whether they now have enough information to decide
that the opinion was reasonable. The information required will vary from case to
As highlighted above it should be noted that not all decisions will be verified by evidence.
Older cases with some older cases consideration must be given to the passage of time
and
the availability of relevant people involved. Some government departments have no
problem providing the information we require whilst other departments have been
reluctant to provide such information.In a situation where a public authority is reluctant
(rather than unable)to provide information,case officers should:
Consider the use of an Information Notice
Refer the pa to the IT recommendation in McIntyre that the ICO should require to
see
evidence in relation to the qualified person s opinion, and
Emphasise to the pa that reluctance to provide us with evidence to support the
reasonableness of the opinion,may increase the likelihood of a conclusion that the
opinion is not reasonable,or of our exercising our discretion not to consider a late
claim of s36(see also LTT118).
Decision Notice
The Decision Notice should explain what the IC has seen in the way of evidence.If it is
necessary toisrefer
to what the evidence says,care must be taken to ensure no exempt
information
disclosed.
The IC should then explain whether he is satisfied that the
opinion was reasonable.
Where we have accepted a late claim or a late correction of flaws in relation to s36,then it
may
also
be appropriate to comment on this in the other matters section of the Decision
Notice (see also LTT118).

case.

The public interest and section 36
In principle, there is no reason why the qualified person should not also carry out the
public interest The important thing from our point of view is that we are satisfied that
the test has been carried out and that it has not been assumed that, because the qualified
person has stated that the exemption applies,information should not be disclosed.

test.

Source

Internal discussion
IT

Details
Agreed by RT (08/09/06)

amendment
agreed
by GS
(27/09/07)
Guardian & Brooke / BBC (8
January
2007)
McIntyre / MOD (4February
2008)
Home
Office & MOJ (20
November
2008)

Related Lines to Take

LTT21,LTT35,LTT118
Related Documents
Awareness Guidance 25,EA/2006/0011 and EA/2006/0013 (Guardian& Brooke)
EA/2007/0068 (McIntyre), EA/2008/0006 (HomeOffice)

,

Contact
Date

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s44

LA
03/02/2009 Policy
Reference LTT17

Services
and
Markets
Issue Financial
Act 2000

Line to take:
Section 348 of the Financial Services Act 2000 prohibits the disclosure of information to
which it applies and therefore operates as a statutory bar under section 44 of the FOIA

2000.

Further Information:
Ininformation
Slann v The Information Commissioner,the IT upheld the IC s decision that
relating to monthly mortgage balances provided to the Financial Services
Authority ( the FSA ) by building societies was exempt from disclosure under section
44 of the FOIA.The FSA gathered this information as part of its functions as the
regulatory body overseeing the financial services industry.
The reason for upholding the ICs decision was that section 348 of the Financial
Services
and
Markets Act 2000( FSMA ) acted as a statutory bar to disclosure of the
requested information.
When determining whether this statutory bar applies the IT identified a number of
issues
which need to be considered.
Is this confidential information under section 348(2)of FSMA?
Under section 348(2)information is confidential information if it
(a)relates to the business or other affairs of any person;
(b)was received by the primary recipient for the purposes of,or in the discharge of,any
functions
of the Authority, the competent authority for the purposes of Part VI or the
Secretary of State under any provision made by or under this Act; and
(c)is not prevented from being confidential information by subsection (4).
However even if (a)and (b)above are satisfied, under section 348(4)information is not
confidential if

1.

it:-

(a)has been disclosed to the public or

summary
or
collection of information which is framed so that it is
not possible to ascertain information relating to a particular person
In&was
relation to (a),the IT considered that information had been disclosed to the public if
in the public domain (para39). However if it had been in the public domain
then the information &would have constituted exempt information by virtue of section

(b)is in the form of a

21 of the 2000 Act& (para

39).

Inversion
relation to (b),the IT felt that it is not appropriate to produce a redacted anonymised
of the information requested,so that it would fall within (b),if to do so would

alter the essential nature and content of the information (para40).
If it is confidential information under section 348(2),has consent been
obtained to its disclosure under section 348(1)?
Even
if information is confidential information under section 348(2)it may still be
disclosed if consent is obtained to its disclosure.
Under section 348(1)
(1)Confidential information must not be disclosed by a primary recipient or by any
person obtaining the information directly or indirectly from a primary recipient,without

2.

the consent of
(a)the person from whom the primary recipient obtained the information;and
(b)if different, the person to whom it relates.
The IT accepted that the primary recipient in this case was the FSA and that therefore it
should not disclose information received without the consent of the building societies
from
whom it obtained the information.It went on to accept that the IC was justified in
accepting the FSA s reasons for not approaching each building society to ascertain if
they consented to the release of the information it provided to the Relevant
factors to take into account in deciding whether individual consents should be sought

FSA.

would include:

the likelihood that consent would be given
the past experience of the primary recipient with regard to the willingness of
bodies to disclose regulatory information (para 36)
If it is confidential information,is there an entitlement to disclose the
information
under section 349 to assist in discharging any of a public function?
In addition to the disclosure of confidential information under section 348,the
disclosure of confidential information is allowed if the conditions in section 349 are

3.

satisfied.

Section 349 states that
(1)Section 348 does not prevent a disclosure of confidential information which
(a)made for the purpose of facilitating the carrying out of a public function;and
(b)permitted by regulations made by the Treasury under this section.
Public functions are identified in section 349(5)as
(a)functions conferred by or in accordance with any provision contained in any

including:-

is-

enactment or subordinate legislation;&
The IT agreed with the view that the term public functions in section 349(5)(a)related
to powers conferred on FSA by legislation and not legislation,such as FOIA,to which it
was
subject.
Therefore
in making a disclosure under FOIA the FSA was not carrying
out
a public function within the section and therefore section 349(5)(a)did not allow it to
disclose confidential information.
InMarkets
addition,
the regulations referred to in section 349(1)(b),the Financial Services and
Act 2000 (Disclosure of Confidential Information)Regulations 2001,provide in
Regulation 3 that
(1)A disclosure of confidential information is permitted when it is made to any person

.

(a)by the Authority or an Authority worker for the purposes of enabling or assisting the

person making the disclosure to discharge any public functions of the authority or (if
different)of the Authority worker&.
The same argument is applicable to this as to section 349(1)(a),that the making of a
disclosure under the FOIA is not a public function for the purposes of the regulations
and therefore is not a basis for disclosing confidential information held by the
As therefore neither section 349(1)(a)or (b)is satisfied in relation to possible
disclosures by FSA under FOIA the section does not provide a basis for the FSA to
disclose confidential information which it holds.
General points on the application of the statutory bar
The IT stated that the age of information and the fact that it could be said to relate to
historical matters does not affect the operation of the statutory bar (in Slann the request
for
information was made in 2005 and related to information for 2003/4).The IT said
that
&the IC makes no mention of the fact that the information is&stale. In the Tribunal s
this was entirely understandable since the age of the information sought can bear
noview,relation
to the engagement of section 44(1)(a)of the 2000 (para 18)

FSA.

Act.

It also confirmed that there was no duty to consult third parties under Part IV of the s45
Code of Practice where the statutory bar was clearly applicable.
The Tribunal confirms that in the circumstances of this case where an absolute
exemption
is engaged on the basis of a clear legislative prohibition, there is no room for
the Code of Practice in which to
(para 42)

operate.

Source
Information Tribunal

Details

Slann / Financial Services

Authority (FSA)(11July 2006)

Related Lines to Take
n/a
Related Documents
FS50069723,EA/2005/0019,Awareness Guidance 27,

Contact
Date

AB
12/10/06 Policy
Reference LTT18

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s30

Issue Applicability of section 30(1)

Line to take:
In order for the exemption in s30(1)to be applicable the information must be held for a
specific or particular investigation, not for investigations in general and it continues to
be applicable even after an investigation has been completed.
Further Information:
In the case of Toms v The Information Commissioner,the IT stated that:
& for the exemption to apply,the information in question must be held for the purpose
of any investigation which the public authority has a duty to conduct,that is, a specific
orwould
particular investigation with which the public authority is concerned.The exemption
not
appear
to relate to,for example,the manner in which, or the procedure
according to which,investigations in general are,or should be,conducted by a public
authority& (para 6)
IT went on to say that:
&it appears from the wording of section 30(1)that if this information is subject to the
exemption,itwaswillretained
remain soforeven
if the particular purpose or purposes for which the
information
is or are no longer material, justified or required,such as
would be the case,for example,with an investigation which had resulted either in a
decision not to prosecute or in a prosecution which had been completed. (para 6)

Source
Information Tribunal

Details

Toms / Royal Mail (19June

2006)

Related Lines to Take

LTT20,LTT30,LTT67,LTT100
Related Documents
FS50072311,EA/2005/0027,Awareness Guidance 16
Contact
Date
FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s2,
s30(1)

AB
12/10/06 Policy
Reference LTT19

Issue Public interest factors for s30

Line to take:
When considering the application of the public interest test under s30(1),consideration
should be given (amongstother things)to:
the stage or stages reached in any particular investigation or criminal proceedings;
whether and to what extent the information has already been released into the public
domain;
the significance or sensitivity of the information;
in relation to significance of the information,any available independent evidence;and
the age of the information.
Level of interest to the public and distress to individuals associated with the case are not

relevant factors.
Further Information:
In the case of Digby-Cameron v ICO and Bedfordshire Police and Hertfordshire Police the
Tribunal stated that in considering the public interest test,the starting point is to focus on the
purpose
of the relevant exemption.The Tribunal asserted that the general public interest
served
is the effective investigation and prosecution of crime,which inherently
requires,byins30(1)
particular:
the protection of witnesses and informers to ensure people are not deterred from
making statements or reports by fear it might be publicised;
the maintenance of independence of the judicial and prosecution processes;
preservation of the criminal court as the sole forum for determining guilt (paragraph
14).
The IT then went on to consider the relevant factors as presented in the case of Toms v The

,

Information Commissioner.
Inrelation
the Toms case the IT stated,with regard to the consideration of the public interest in
to s30(1)that, In striking the balance of interest,regard should be had,inter alia,to
such
matters
as
the stage or stages reached in any particular investigation or criminal
proceedings,
whether and to what extent the information has already been released into the
public domain,and the significance or sensitivity of the information requested. (para
Stage of investigation
Inrecognised
terms of the
stage reached in an investigation,it should be noted that Tribunal has also
the interest in principle in protecting information acquired during police
investigations.
This suggests that the public interest in maintaining the s30 exemption in
case
where
a
police investigation is open will be considerable,and may override all other
factors. See also LTT67.

8).

Significance

,

Although no reference was made to the Toms case by the Tribunal in the case of Guardian v
The Information Commissioner and Avon and Somerset Police its discussions mainly
centred
on the significance of the information in terms of what it implied about the integrity
and
probity of the investigation and in the scrutiny of the criminal justice system.The
information
requested was the file on the Jeremy Thorpe case,which resulted in 1979 in
Thorpe (the leader of the Liberal Party from 1967to 1976)being acquitted of the charge of

conspiracy and incitement to murder.
The Tribunal disclosed in its decision that the requested information in this case gave no
suggestion that the investigation, lacked vigour, thoroughness or independence, or that,
the police had pulled their punches because of the eminence of one of the suspects. It
stated that if there had been such an implication,however,this would have been a decisive
argument
in favour of disclosure. Reiterating these points, it concluded, if there were
evidencethere
to support a suspicion that a prominent public figure had been shown improper
favour,
would be an overwhelming interest in telling the public.
Taking into account the outcome of the case,the Tribunal in the Guardian v The Information
Commissioner
and Avon and Somerset Police noted that, there will always be a public
interest
in a possibly unjustified conviction.Save in the most exceptional case,there will be
no comparable public interest in
acquittals. (para 37)
Independent evidence
Inthatthethecase
of Keely v Information Commissioner,the context of the information request was
complainant
was an investor in a publicly listed company and believed that he had
been defrauded
by its directors. He requested an investigation by DBERR s (then DTI)
Complaints Investigation Division and when his attempts to persuade DBERR to investigate
failed,
he consequently lodged a complaint with the Parliamentary Ombudsman. His request
to DBERR related to information concerning its response to his complaint about the activities
of the company,including internal correspondence and communications with other public

re-examining

s30.

authorities; DBERR refused to provide the information it held,citing
Similar to the Guardian case,the Tribunal took into account the significance of the
information
in the context of the investigation;it considered the fact that the Parliamentary
Ombudsman
had investigated the complaint from the appellant on how the PA had
conducted their investigation and had concluded that it was satisfied that their [DBERRs]
enquiries
have
been
completed broadly within their own timescales,under appropriate
supervision,
and that their officers have demonstrated their willingness to examine your [the
appellant s]case in considerable detail (paragraph In this case,in considering the PIT in
the application of s30,the independent evidence demonstrated that nothing in the PA s
conduct of its investigation created any concern,and when considered in conjunction with
the other factors,it consequently enhanced the argument that the public interest in
maintaining the exemption outweighed the public interest in disclosure. The Tribunal
concluded
that although the publication of information on the individual steps taken in the
course of the&ofinvestigation
would serve to inform public debate into the quality and
effectiveness
its work on balance,the significance of the information was slight, and was
reduced bybythethefactOmbudsman
that the standard of the Department s work has already been
considered
(paragraph
When assessing the significance of the information,it may be appropriate to take into
account the results of any independent investigation/evidence if this demonstrates that the
significance is reduced or increased. In contrast to the Keely case,there may be
circumstances where independent evidence could be a factor in favour of disclosure.
The issue of the significance of independent investigations/complaints across several
exemptions
also be considered
systems
andwillindependent
reviewing.in an LTT to be developed on independent regulatory
Age of the information
In the Guardian v The Information Commissioner and Avon and Somerset Police case the
Tribunal also took into account the age of the information, which was not considered in the
It stated that, The passage of time was a
argument,
whichever
Toms
side wielded the sword.It probably reduced the risks of prejudice to future investigations but
it similarly weakened the legitimate public interest in knowing more of the background facts.
It should be noted that s30 is a prejudice based exemption.

1).

,

16).

case.

double-edged

Non-relevant factors

,

not

It is generally understood that what is interesting to the public is not the same as the public
interest
(seeLTT48).In considering the public interest in disclosure,the Tribunal in the
Guardian case commented that there was little if any evidence of any interest in the matter;
and that
the key figure in the trial was no longer a public figure, who had made no attempt to
seek
a
public This suggests that popular interest in a case might be considered by a
Tribunal,but the Commissioner s view is that this would usually be a
Finally, also in the Guardian v The Information Commissioner and Avon and Somerset
Police case,the Tribunal stated,contrary to one of the arguments identified by the
Commissioner for maintaining the exemption,that distress to surviving participants in the

role.

non-relevant factor.

trial is not an interest which this particular exemption is designed to protect. This specific
point reflects the general principle that only the particular public interest inherent in the
exemption should be considered.

Source

Details

Toms / Royal Mail (19June 2006)
Guardian / Avon & Somerset
Police (6March 2007)
IT

Keely / DBERR (19May 2008)
/ Bedfordshire
Police and Hertfordshire Police

Digby-Cameron

(28January 2009)

Related Lines to Take

LTT19,LTT14,LTT67,LTT100
Related Documents
FS50072311 (Toms),EA/2005/0027 (Toms),FS50098767(Guardian),EA/2006/0017
(Guardian),
EA/2007/0113 (Keely)EA/2008/0023 & 0025(Digby-Cameron)
Awareness Guidance 16 Awareness Guidance 3

,

Contact
Date

EW / GF
24/03/2009 Policy
Reference LTT20

s50
FOI
FOI/EIR
Section/Regulation reg
EIR
18

Exemptions
and
exceptions
not
Issue claimed
by a public authority

Line to take:
Where a public authority has not referred to a particular exemption or exception when
refusing a request for information,the Commissioner may exercise his discretion and
whether,
in the circumstances of the case,it is appropriate to take the exemption
ordecide
exception
into account if it is raised in the course of his investigation.
The Commissioner is under no positive duty to consider exemptions or exceptions which
have
not been referred to by a public authority but may do so if it seems appropriate to
him in any particular
Further Information:
In Bowbrick v Nottingham City Council the Tribunal considered,as an aside to the main
issues
raised by the appeal,the correct approach to be taken in a case in which the public
authority only refers to an exemption after the Commissioner has commenced an
investigation.
The Tribunal found that the Commissioner was obliged to consider the
application of the exemption. In his decision,the Commissioner would almost inevitably
find,however,that the public authority had failed to issue a proper refusal notice.

case.

,

.

The Tribunal considered this matter again in King v Information Commissioner and the
Department for Work and Pensions It found that the Commissioner and the Tribunal
have
the power to consider exemptions raised in front of them for the first Whether
it will consider a recently raised exemption will depend on the facts in each case
(Tribunals emphasis)(para This statement suggests that the Commissioner has
discretion as to whether to consider exemptions raised before him for the first
The issue was clarified in the Department for Business,Enterprise and Regulatory
Reform v Information Commissioner and Friends of the Earth The Tribunal questioned
whether a new exemption can be claimed for the first time before the Commissioner and
concluded
that the Tribunal (and presumably the Commissioner) may decide on a case
by case basis whether an exemption can be claimed outside the time limits set by
[sections]10 and 17 depending on the circumstances of the particular case The
Tribunal also added that it was not the intention of Parliament that public authorities
should be able to claim late and/or new exemptions without reasonable justification
otherwise
there is a risk that the complaint or appeal process could become cumbersome,
uncertain and could lead public authorities to take a cavalier attitude towards their
obligations The ICO has adopted this approach.
When assessing the circumstances the Commissioner must carefully consider his
obligations as a public authority under the Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA),which prevent
him acting incompatibly with rights protected by the
It will therefore be difficult for
the Commissioner to refuse to consider any exemptions that relate to rights under the
convention
cases 30,31 & articles 6 and This would include sections 38 and 40 and in some
Given the circumstances surrounding National Security it would also be difficult to
envisage
a circumstance where the Commissioner would refuse to consider sections 23
and
24 as late exemptions. The exemptions under sections 26 and 27 may also carry
similar
Factors which the Tribunal has accepted as being reasonable justifications for the
application of exemptions before the Commissioner and/or the Tribunal for the first time

55).

.

.

(e.g41..

8).

time.
time.

.

HRA.

risks.

include:
where
some
of the disputed information is discovered for the first time during the
Commissioner
s investigation,and therefore the public authority has not
considered
whether it is exempt from disclosure (Bowbrick,DBERR);
where theapplies
authority has correctly identified the harm likely to arise from disclosure
however
these facts and reasoning to the wrong exemption (King);
where the public authority had previously failed to identify that a statutory bar
prohibited disclosure of the requested information,and therefore ordering
disclosure
would put the public authority at risk of criminal prosecution (Ofcom);
and
where the refusal notice was issued at an early stage of the implementation of the
Act when experience was limited, although this factor is likely to become far less
relevant in the future (DBERR).
In Bowbrick the Tribunal also commented that the Commissioner was under no positive

,

duty to consider exemptions not referred to by the public authority. However the
Commissioner
was entitled to do so in appropriate For instance,it agreed with the
Commissioner
that it could refer in a decision notice to section 40,even though the public
authority had not sought to rely upon that exemption. Another example given was a
decision notice which might uphold the refusal of a request on the basis of section 31(law
enforcement)even though the public authority had only mentioned section 30
(investigations)in its refusal notice.
The Tribunal also stated that a public authority would not be entitled to appeal against a
decision notice on the basis that the Commissioner ought to have considered a particular
exemption
which the public authority had not itself considered. However,where an
appeal was by a complainant,the public authority was entitled to refer to exemptions not
previously claimed. As described above,the Tribunal may use its discretion and consider
the arguments put to it when determining the appeal.
In the case of Home Office and Ministry of Justice v ICO,the public authorities sought to
rely,
largely in the alternative, on other exemptions they had not previously raised either
with the applicant or the Commissioner.The IT accepted a late claim for s40(2)(third
party personal data)in light of the ICO s jurisdiction for data protection, but rejected other
claims of 31(1);35(1)(a); 42 and 43(2). The IT stated that it did not accept that it was
obliged to accept the late claiming of exemptions;and in this case saw no reasonable
justification for doing so (paragraph
We would request that any case officer wishing to not consider exemptions or exceptions
raised for the first time during an investigation to seek advice from their Team Leader,the
Head of FOI Complaints or from the Policy

cases.

75).

team.

Source

Details
Bowbrick / City of Nottingham (28
September 2006);
King / Department for Work and

Pensions (20March 2008);

IT

DBERR / Friends of the Earth (29
April 2008);

Ofcom (4September 2007)
Home Office and MoJ v ICO (20

November 2008)

Related Lines to Take

LTT63,LTT92

Related Documents
FS50063475,EA2005/0006 (Bowbrick),EA/2007/0085 (King),EA/2007/0072 (DBERR),
EA/2006/0078 (Ofcom),EA/2008/0062 (HomeOffice/MoJ)

Contact
Date

PB/LB/GF
23/02/2009 Policy
Reference LTT21

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s21,
s32

Issue Accessibility of court records

Line to take:
Information contained in court records is not necessarily, and will rarely be,information
which is accessible by other
Further Information:
At the outset,caseworkers need to check that the public authority is considering the
information
under
the correct legislation where information is the requester s own court
records,it is likely to be their own personal data and therefore a subject access request
This line to take concerns information which is contained in court records,but not that
which is held only by virtue of being contained in court records.Information which is held
only by virtue of being contained in a court record will be exempt by virtue of section

means.

.

32.
Civil cases
Access tothecourtaccessibility
records in ofcivilcourt
cases
is governed by the Civil Procedure Rules.Rule 5.4
concerns
records.

5.4B
(1)allows a party to proceedings to obtain from the court any of the documents
listed at paragraph 4.2A of the Practice Direction
Rule 5.4B (2)allows a party to obtain from the court any other document,where the Court
Rule

gives permission.
Rule allows the supply of certain documents to non parties to proceedings. The
statement
a case
andotherwise.
any judgement
or order given in public is generally available,
unless theofcourt
orders
Other information is available where the court gives

5.4C

permission.

to access court records in civil cases,therefore,is not absolute,being dependent
onThetherightdiscretion
of the court.
Bearing in mind the scope of this line as set out in the 2nd paragraph under further
information
above.
Where information is held for another purpose but is also contained
within a court record therefore,the exemption provided by section 21 will not apply,
unless
the public authority knows as a matter of fact that ;
the relevant court would use its discretion to provide the applicant with the
information
requested,or
the information is reasonably accessible by other means

In the great majority of cases,however,this will not be known.
The Commissioner cannot support the proposition that court records are necessarily and
by definition reasonably accessible because this does not take into account the right of the
court
to refuse access.Even if a court always did use its discretion and disclose its
records to anyone who requested them,the fact that it is entitled to refuse to do so means
that it is not reasonable to assume their accessibility.
The DN in case reference FS50076855 (where the complainant had requested information
about legal aid costs)states that, the information [&]is only available at the discretion of
the court and therefore cannot be considered easily accessible by the public. (DN

para.

26)

Criminal cases
There is no equivalent rule in the Criminal Procedure Rules,where the only reference to
court
records is in part Rule requires magistrates to keep a register of the cases
heard in their This register is not public and access to it is at the discretion of the

court.
magistrate.

6.

6.1

During the investigation of case reference FS50075171,HMCS confirmed that court
records
in criminal cases are not accessible to members of the public (DNpara.
The decisive factor in the Commissioner s finding was the general accessibility of the
records.
The decision reads, Even had the complainant been able to identify which court
records
he was interested in,it is clear from the information provided by HMCS that he
would not necessarily be able to access the actual records.

4.17).

Tribunal Evidence

Like the HMCS case referred to above,in the case of Armstrong v the Information
Commissioner
and HMRC,the Tribunal was presented with evidence which we consider
supports
the ICO approach that generally court records in criminal cases are not
accessible to members of the public.
Despite this evidence,this approach was not reflected in the Tribunal s conclusion.The
Tribunal judged that the requested information (documentsreferred to in the open court
during the Siddiqui trial) was reasonably accessible by other means as it was held by the
Crown Court, and could be obtained by applying to the Court itself who can grant access
to We will not follow the Tribunal s decision we dispute the fact the information is
reasonably
accessible,
as the information is made available at the discretion of the courts
hence,
we
cannot
predict what the decision of the judge regarding the release would
The Tribunal themselves admitted this at paragraphs 55 and 56 where it said we are
reluctant
to determine the final decision of the Judge and that it is not for this Tribunal to
take the place of a Circuit Judge despite going on to make the judgement that s21
applied.Therefore the Commissioner will not follow the Tribunal s judgement regarding

them.

s21.

Source
Decision Notice

,

be.

Details
[Redacted name]/ Legal Services

Commission
[Redacted name]/ Transport for
London
Armstong / HMRC

Related Lines to Take
LTT139

Related Documents
FS50075171 [Redacted name],FS50076855 [Redacted name],Awareness Guidance 6
(s21),
Awareness Guidance 9 (s32),EA/2008/0026 (Armstrong)

Contact
Date

EW / GF
05/01/2009 Policy
Reference LTT22

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s44

Issue Police Act 1996

Line to take:
Section 80 of the Police Act 1996 is a prohibition on the disclosure of information held
by the Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC)in relation to complaints
made to its predecessor,the Police Complaints Authority (PCA),before 1 April 2004.
Further Information:
In the case of Higginson v the Information Commissioner the Information Tribunal
dismissed forthwith the appellant s appeal against the Commissioner s decision that
of the Police Act 1996 is, in certain defined cases,a statutory prohibition on
disclosure,confirming that of the FOIA will apply.
Section 80 of the Police Act 1996 provides that:
(1)No information received by the Authority in connection with any of their functions
under
sections 67to 79 or regulations made by virtue of section 81,shall be disclosed

s.80

s.44

by any person who is or has been a member,officer or servant of the Authority
(a)to the Secretary of State or to a member,officer or servant of the Authority,

eor,xcsoept-

far
as may be necessary for the proper discharge of the functions of the Authority, to
other persons,
(b)for the purposes of any criminal,civil or disciplinary proceedings, or,
(c)in the form of a summary or other general statement made by the Authority which
does
identify the person from whom the information was received or any person to
whomnotit relates.
(2)Any person who discloses information in contravention of this section shall be guilty
of an offence and liable on summary conviction to a fine of an amount not exceeding
level 5 on the standard scale.
Sections 67to 79concern the handling of complaints about the conduct of a member of
the police force.
Section 80 of the Police Act 1996 was repealed by the Police Reform Act 2002 on 1
April 2004. However,by virtue of Article 2 of the Independent Police Commission
(Transitional Provisions)Order 2004 the prohibition above continues to have effect in
connection with complaints made before 1 April 2004.
The order also provides that the functions of the PCA,which was wound up by the
Police Reform Act 2002,shall be carried out by its successor,the IPCC,in respect of
complaints made before 1 April 2004.Information held by the IPCC in relation to
complaints made before that date are therefore exempt from disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act by virtue of section
The Tribunal did recognise that s.80(1)(c)permits a limited summary of the information
to be supplied provided that it does not identify an individual,and that this had been
provided in this

44.

case.

Source
Information Tribunal
Related Lines to Take
n/a
Related Documents
FS50069386,EA/2005/0008,Awareness Guidance 27

Details
Higginson / IPCC (2May 2006)

Contact
Date

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s44

EW
17/11/06 Policy
Reference LTT23

Contract Regulations
Issue Public
2006

Line to take:
Regulation 43of the Public Contract Regulations 2006 prohibits the disclosure of
information to which it applies and therefore acts as a statutory bar under s44 of FOIA
2000 but not in relation to environmental information under the
Further Information:
Regulation 43of the Public Contract Regulations 2006 provides:
"(1)Subject to the provisions of these Regulations,a contracting authority shall not

EIR.

disclose information forwrded to it by an economic operator which the economic
operator has reasonably designated as confidential.
(2)In this regulation,confidential information includes technical or trde secrets and the
confidential aspects of tenders."
In order for information to fall within regulation 43it must therefore:
be forwarded to the public authority by the tenderer and
be reasonably designated by the tenderer as being confidential.
The inclusion of the word reasonably in Regulation 43 means that the tenderer cannot
simply designate anything it chooses as confidential. There must be some legitimacy to
this claim of confidentiality.
The Regulations do not define reasonably and therefore it is necessary to look at
Directive 2004/18/EC,on which the regulations are based,for guidance as to the
intention behind Regulation
The presence of the words in accordance with the law in Article 6 of the Directive,
from
which Regulation 43is derived,suggests that the way in which confidentiality
should be determined in these circumstances is by reference to national law to which
the contracting authority is subject.
It is therefore necessary to apply the law of confidence in order to determine whether
the information is within scope of the regulation. Guidance on the application of the law
of confidence is provided by Awareness Guidance
In brief it will be necessary to
that the information was imparted in confidential circumstances this will
virtually always be met as the information has to be forwarded to the public
authority by the tenderer and reasonably designated as being confidential in
order
to come within Regulation 43in the first place
whether the information has the necessary quality of confidence
whether there is some overriding public interest (underthe law of confidence not
FOIA)which negates the duty of confidence.
It is possible that information that is not subject to a duty of confidence under the law,
and therefore not subject to the statutory bar, might be commercially sensitive and
subject to the exemption in section 43of FOIA.This might happen if it is the public
authority s own information in connection with the procurement that is being requested.
Environmental information
Indisclosure
relation to environmental information,for the information to be exempt from
one of the exceptions under the EIR must be applicable. Regulation 43of
the Public Contract Regulations will not operate as a statutory bar due to the effect of
regulation 5(6)of the This provides that any enactment or rule of law that would

1.2.

43.

establish:-

1.
23..

EIR.

2.

prevent the disclosure of information in accordance with the EIR will not apply.
If the requested information falls within the scope of regulation 43of the Public Contract
Regulations it must be subject to a duty of confidence.It is,therefore, extremely likely
that the exception in 12(5)(e)of the EIR will apply. Regulation 12(5)(e)only relates to
information in respect of which the law of confidence protects a legitimate economic
interest
so,
for
example,
personal
confidences
would be excluded.However,it is hard
to imagine how anything other than economic information,such as that relating to
financial,
contractual or commercial matters, would come within the scope of the Public
Contract Regulations.

,

Source

Details
Provided 03/08/06

Legal Advice
Related Lines to Take
n/a
Related Documents
ENO0110827,Awareness Guidance 2 (confidence),Awareness Guidance 27
(prohibitions on disclosure)

Contact
Date

AB
17/11/06 Policy
Reference LTT24

s21
Inspection
as a form of
FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation
Issue
publication
s19

Line to take:
Making information available for inspection is a form of publication within the Freedom
of Information
Further Information:

Act.

The concept of publication is broader in scope within the Freedom of Information Act
than in general use:In the terms of the Act, information can be said to be published
even if it is only made available for inspection.
It is therefore reasonable for public authorities to state in their publication schemes that
any
information they hold will be published by making it available for inspection.This
may
be information that they are required to make available for inspection by or under
statute, or information that they choose to do
Similarly,
where
a
public authority intends to make information available for inspection,
section 22 may apply,dependent on whether it is reasonable in all the circumstances to
withhold the information until the publication

so.

date.

Source
Policy Team

Details
Agreed by GS

Related Lines to Take

LTT26,LTT27
Related Documents
Awareness Guidance 6
Contact
Date

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s21

EW
11/12/06 Policy
Reference LTT25

Reasonably accessible
Issue information
and publication
schemes

Line to take:
Information
is reasonably accessible to the applicant,irrespective of their
individual circumstances,if it is included in the public authority s publication

scheme,
or if it(except
is information which a public authority is obliged by law to
communicate
where
the means of communication is making the
information available for inspection).
Further Information:
Section 21 provides that information is exempt if it is reasonably accessible to
the applicant. In some cases this means that, unlike all other exemptions (except
s40(1)),the circumstances of the applicant can be taken into account when
considering whether or not the exemption applies.This may relevant where,for
example,
where the public authority knows that the information being requested
is already held by the applicant.
It also states, however,that certain information is reasonably accessible to the
applicant,by definition. This is irrespective of the applicant s circumstances.
Information which is necessarily and by definition reasonably accessible is:
information
which a public authority is obliged by law to communicate
(except where the means of communication is making the information
available for inspection), whether or not this is in the public authority’s
publicaton scheme [subsection(2)(b)];and
information
which is made availabel in accordance with the public
authority’s publication scheme (by whatever means,and whether or not it
is legally obliged to communicate it [subsection(3)*]
Whether or not information which a public authority is obliged by law to
communicate
by making it available for inspection is reasonably accessible to
the applicant wll be dependent on the circumstances of the applicant.
Subsection (3)also provides that information is not reasonably accessible to the
applicant just because it is available from the public authority on request,unless
it is in a publication scheme.This means that public authorities cannot opt out
of the FOIA by claiming that information exempt by virtue of s21 because it
would have made the information available anyway.
Information
is reasonably accessible to the applicant, even where payment is
required.
Where information is made available in accordance with a publication
scheme,however,that payment must also be specified in,or determined in

accordance with, the scheme.

*Subsection
(3)applies to all information which does not fall within subsection
(2)(b).
This is:
Information which a public authority is not obliged by law to communicate
Information which a public authority is obliged by law to communicate by

making it available for inspection

Source
Policy Team

Details
Agreed by GS

Related Lines to Take

LTT25,LTT27
Related Documents
Awareness Guidance 6
Contact
Date

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s21

EW
21/05/07 Policy
Reference LTT26

Issue Audit Commission Act 1998

Line to take:
Information to which s15 of the Audit Commission Act applies will only be subject to

.

section
21 of the FOIA if the time the request is made coincides with the time that that
information is made available, and the applicant is also an interested person Where
anunderapplicant
has rights of access under s15 of the ACA,however,the exemptions
FOIA do not apply.
Further Information:
The Audit Commission is responsible for, amongst other things,carrying out audits of
the accounts of various public authorities (including local government,fire and police
authorities,
the National Health Service in England and Wales)to ensure that they
are preparedandin accordance
with relevant regulations and good accountancy practices.
Sections of the Audit Commission Act 1998( ACA ) provide that other than for a
health service body,there is a right to inspect,question and object to the accounts of
these public authorities.
Under s15 ACA at each audit any persons interested may:
inspect the accounts to be audited and all books,deeds,contracts, bills,
vouchers
andofreceipts
relating to them,and
make copies
all or any part of the accounts and those other documents.
A person interested is not simply any member of the public who expresses an
interest,although the case of R (onthe application of HTV Ltd)v Bristol City Council
[2004]considers that such a person is one who has an interest in the finances of the
authority even if the contribution is indirect rather than direct. Therefore anyone who
pays council tax directly for that authority would be a person interested as would a
domestic rate payer such as a business,even though the amount it pays is decided
indirectly, by central rather than local government.
By virtue of the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2003 the accounts and other
documents
should be made available for 20 working days on or after a date specified
by the auditor and the authority must give at least 14 working days notice of where,
when and how the rights can be exercised.
Information
to which s15 of the ACA applies may be exempt by virtue of s21 only
where:
the timing of the request coincides with the time that the information is made
available for inspection; and
the applicant is an interested person
In no other circumstances can a public authority claim that information to which s15 of
the ACA applies is reasonably accessible to the applicant by other means.
The ACA sets out an access regime giving a statutory right for interested parties to
inspect the information to which it applies at each audit. This right of access is entirely

14-16

non-

.

separate from the rights of access under the FOIA.
Although if requested at any time other than when it is available for inspection or
copying (or at that time but by an applicant who is not also an interested person)such
information
may
be subject to any of the exemptions provided by the FOIA.Where an
applicant has rights of access under s15 of the ACA,however,the exemptions under
FOIA do not apply.
The ACA has its own exemption for personal data,so this information will not be
disclosed under its right of access.
Given the right of access under ACA,it may be harder for public authorities to argue
that he information is exempt at other times though it is likely that s12 may apply.
PREVIOUS / NEXT

Source
Policy Advice
Legal Advice (obtained & provided by the Audit

Commission)
Related Lines to Take

Details
Provided 11/08/06
Provided 03/10/06

LTT25,LTT26
Related Documents
Awareness Guidance 6,Policy Briefing Note (’Interaction of s.15 Audit Commission Act
1998 & FOIA 2000’)
Contact
Date

EW
11/12/06 Policy
Reference LTT27

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s40

Issue Legal aid costs

Line to take:
The amount of money received by an individual in legal aid is personal data,the
disclosure of which would breach the first data protection principle.
Further Information:
InCommission
complaint FS50076855,the complainant had requested from the Legal Services
(LSC)the amount of legal aid received by his opponent in a court
The LSC refused to disclose this information on the grounds that it was personal
In its review letter to the complainant it explained that personal data is defined as data
relating to an individual from which that individual can be identified and will include
information about someone s salary.
It states that, an application for legal aid is made by an individual and is based on that
individual s personal circumstances [&]Legal aid is, of course public money
administered by the Legal Services Commission on behalf of the Government [&]
Legal aid paid in respect of an individuals case can be seen as a state benefit paid on
his behalf [&]If salary details are personal data,any benefits would also be seen as
such,at least in terms of the detail of the amount received.
The Commissioner agreed with this position. The DN issued in respect of this complaint

case.

data.

states:
&the Commissioner considers that the costs incurred by a particular individual in
pursuing legalwould
proceedings is information relating to that individual and as such the
information
constitute personal data as defined by section 1(1)of the DPA.In
this case it is not possible to disassociate the costs incurred from the individual named
by the complainant.
Furthermore,
the Commissioner agrees with the LSC that legal aid should be
viewed
as
a
state
benefit,
comparable
with housing benefit. This strengthens the
argument that the information is personal data as the very fact that an individual is
eligible for legal aid implies something about their financial position. The Commissioner
is therefore satisfied that the complainant s request could not be complied with without
disclosing personal data about his opponent.
The DN goes on to consider whether or not disclosure would contravene the data
protection principles and in particular the first data protection principle which provides
that the processing of personal data shall be fair & lawful.In concluding that the
disclosure
would breach the fairness element of the first principle it takes account of
what the reasonable expectations of the data subject would be in respect of how
information of this nature would be used and to whom it would be disclosed.
Because the fact that an individual is eligible for legal aid reveals something about their

23.

24.

financial position, an individual would generally not expect such information to be made
freely available.
The first data protection principle also requires that an individual is informed in general
terms
how
their data will be used and this in turn will shape their expectations.In
considering the concerns of the data subject,the DN takes account of the views of the
LSC on this matter &there is nothing in the information provided to someone applying
for
legal aid that the LSC would disclose the amount of legal aid they may receive to
any
member of the public on request.Indeed the LSC has advised the Commissioner
that from the notices included on application forms an applicant is likely to conclude
that information relating to their claim would only be disclosed for a limited number of

purposes only.
In light of the above the DN found that the disclosure would breach the data protection
principles.
It further notes that the complainant s opponent had not consented to the disclosure of
his data.Though explicit refusal of consent does not necessarily mean that disclosure
would breach the first data protection principle, it is a relevant factor.
Advice on this case was given by Assistant Commissioners in the Data Protection GPD
teams
who confirmed the decision set out in the notice.
PREVIOUS / NEXT

Source
Decision Notice

Details
[Redacted name]/ Legal
Services
Commission (23
October 2006)

Related Lines to Take
n/a
Related Documents
FS50076855,Awareness Guidance 1

Contact
Date

EW / RM
11/12/06 Policy
Reference LTT28

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation

Ss 1,

10,17 Issue orFinding
in breach of sections 1,10
17
s50(4)

Line to take:
The Commissioner will consider what,if any,procedural breaches have occurred at the time
of completion of the internal review. If the public authority has not carried out an internal
review
or where no valid response to the request was made at all, then the Commissioner
will consider the position as it stands at the statutory time limit for compliance under
Therefore
the Commissioner will always find a breach of where the public authority has
failed to provide disclosable information at the time of the completion of the internal review.
There
may
also
be additional breaches of sections 10 and/or 17 depending on the
circumstances of each
Further Information:
Background
Section 1 of the FOIA provides:
(1)Any person making a request for information to a public authority is entitled
to be informed in writing by the public authority whether it holds the information of the
description specified in the request,and
if that is the case,to have that information communicated to
Section 10(1)of the FOIA provides:
&a public authority must comply with section 1(1)promptly and in any event not later than
the twentieth working day following the date of receipt.
In the past,the Commissioner s approach to finding procedural breaches has not been

s.10.

s.1

case.

him.

consistent.

King v Information Commissioner & the Department for Work and Pensions (2008)
Into this
case,
the DWP provided information to the complainant after the date of his complaint
the ICO,but before the Commissioner s investigation had commenced. The

Commissioner
found the public authority to be in breach of section 10 only. On appeal,the
Tribunal considered whether the Commissioner had erred in law in not finding a breach of
section 1 of the
The Tribunal stated that the wording of section 50 of the Act supported the appellant s
contention that the Commissioner should be considering
the facts as they existed at the
date that the Commissioner received the complaint as,when making a complaint,the
complainant is applying for a decision whether the request has been dealt with in
accordanceanwithapplication
part I (asopposed to is being dealt with ) and that section 50(2)states on
receiving
under
this section,the Commissioner shall make a decision&
(the Tribunal s emphasis)(paras83& 84). The Tribunal decided that the Commissioner was
wrong in law to find that the DWP had not breached its obligations under section 1 FOIA.
At paragraph 87,the Tribunal also stated that failure to provide disclosable information by
the date of the complaint to the Commissioner would constitute a breach of section 1 of the
FOIA and in addition would also constitute a breach of either section 10 or section 17 FOIA,
in relation to the time limit, depending upon the circumstances of the
Indecision
short,the
Tribunal were making it clear that in this case the latest date as to when a
should be made regarding section 1 is the date upon which the valid complaint is
made to the ICO.The Commissioner s view is that this does not preclude finding a section 1
breach at a date between that of the internal review and that upon which a valid complaint is
accepted by the ICO.
McIntyre v Information Commissioner & Ministry of Defence (2008)
In this case,the MoD initially refused to disclose the requested information citing
However,following
the internal review,they did release most (though not all) of the
information.
Although the issue of procedural breaches was not key in this case,the
Tribunal did comment at para 38:
&.the Act encourages or rather requires that an internal review must be requested before
the Commissioner investigates a complaint under Parliament clearly intended that a
public authority should have the opportunity to review its refusal notice and if it got it wrong
to be able to correct that decision before a complaint is made&
The Tribunal in this case seem to suggest that a public authority has up until the conclusion
of the internal review to remedy any breaches but that the conclusion of the internal review is
the point at which the Commissioner should make his decision as to which procedural
breaches have occurred,if
The Commissioner s Approach
The Commissioner acknowledges that the Tribunal in King took the position that the relevant
point was the date upon which a valid complaint was made to the ICO and that the
Tribunal in McIntyre seemed to suggest that this point was the conclusion of the internal

Act.

case.

s.36.

s50.

any.

creview.
ut-of

The Commissioner s approach will be to consider the position at the time of the completion

of the internal review although in some cases he will look at the circumstances as they stood
at the time for statutory compliance Such cases will include where the public authority
has failed to carry out an internal review or where no valid response to the request was
made at
This should not be taken to imply that breaches of sections 1,10 and 17 must always be
included in decision notices where those elements of the request have been resolved during
the course of the investigation (indeed to do so would limit the opportunity to fully utilise the
robust case handling policy see link below). The Commissioner does not need to seek the
complainant
s
permission
to withdraw these elements of the complaint and he will use the
scopeinvestigated
of the case section of a decision notice to set out which elements of a case have
been
in full and are covered by the decision notice. If it is considered necessary
to record breaches of the Act, in relation to the parts of a request which have been resolved,
the decision notice may do
(*) Note
The date for statutory compliance is usually 20 working days after the date of the request.
This has been extended for specific public authorities and in certain circumstances in
accordance
with the Time for Compliance Regulations see LTT
Innecessary
addition,tounder
s10(3)a public authority may extend the time for compliance where it is
do so in order to properly consider the public interest in maintaining an
exemption.
In such cases the public authority is still required to cite and explain the
exemption
claimed within the 20 working The extension can only be for as long as is
reasonable in all the circumstances.The Commissioner s Good Practice Guidance 4
indicates that in no case should this be more than an additional 20 working days, 40
working days in total. Therefore where a public authority takes longer than 40 working days
to comply with a request it will have breached s10(1)unless the Commissioner is persuaded
that such an extension is reasonable because of exceptional circumstances. Any extension
beyond the additional 20 working days may however raise good practice issues and should
be referred to the Enforcement
Below is a table setting out the potential breaches arising in relation to sections 1,10 and

(*).

al .

so.

47.

days.

i.e.

team.

17.

Instructions for using the Table
Upon completion of an investigation there will be one of four outcomes;(1)the information
requested
is not held,(2)the information is held and should be released,(3)the information
is held but should not be released,(4)the public authority is not required to confirm or deny
whether the information is held.
Once
the case outcome has been determined then use the table to identify what the public
authority s obligations were in those circumstances and what breaches arise if the public
authority has failed to meet those obligations. It is important to read the whole section of
the table that relates to the particular outcome you have reached in order to fully
determine
the public authority s obligations in those circumstances.(Note:it is conceivable
that you will reach different outcomes in respect to different pieces of information captured

by a

request).

Case outcome section
Relevant Description of action
of required by PA
the Act (failure to take such
action will constitute
a breach)
Information
s1(1)(a) PA should confirm to
requested
is
the complainant that
not held
the information is not
held
s10(1)

Additional information

The Commissioner will find a
PA in breach of s1(1)(a)if
confirmation is not provided by
the completion of the internal
review
or
the time for statutory
compliance
PA should provide If the PA does not carry out
confirmation
within 20 this action within 20 working
working days
days,the Commissioner will
find a breach of section 10(1)
regardless
of the date of the
internal
review
or the time for

(*).

(*).

Information s1(1)(a) PA should confirm to
requested
is
the complainant that
disclosable
the information is held
and should be
provided

s10(1)

PA should provide this
confirmation
within 20
working days

s1(1)(b) PA should provide the

information to the
complainant

s10(1)

PA should provide the
information
within 20
working days

statutory compliance
The Commissioner will find a
PA in breach of s1(1)(a)if
confirmation
is not provided by
the completion of the internal
review
or
the time for statutory
compliance
If the PA does not carry out
this action within 20 working
days,the Commissioner will
find a breach of section 10(1)
regardless of the date of the
internal
or the time for
statutoryreview
compliance
The Commissioner will find a
PA in breach of s1(1)(b)if
information
is not provided by
the completion of the internal
review
or
the time for statutory
compliance
If the PA does not carry out
this action within 20 working
days,the Commissioner will

(*).

(*).

(*).

find a breach of section 10(1)

regardless of the date of the
internal
or the time for
statutoryreview
compliance
s17(1)(a), If the public authority Breaches should be specified
(b),(c) (incorrectly)
refused to down to section number and
provide the information
of the exemption
s17(3)(b) the refusal notice being claimed (see LTT101)
relied upon at the date
s17(5) of the completion of If the public authority fails to
the internal review or state that it is relying upon
s17(7) the time for statutory section 12or 14 the
compliance
(*),must Commissioner
will find a
comply with the
breach
of section 17(5)
requirements of
(subjectto s17(6))
section 17
This may be an
amended
refusal
notice issued
at the
internal
review stage,
ornotice
the original refusal
if the public
authority did not make
any
amendments
to
the original refusal
notice
at the internal
review stage
s17(1)or Any refusal notice
The Commissioner will find a
s17(5) should be issued within PA in breach of s17(1)if any
20 working days
element of the refusal notice
relating to the application of
exemptions,
which is being
relied upon at the completion
of the internal review or the
time for statutory compliance
(*),
is introduced outside of the
20 working day period
The Commissioner will find a
PA in breach of section 17(5)if
aorrefusal
on the grounds of s12
14 is issued late
Information s1(1)(a) PA should confirm to The Commissioner will find a
requested is
the complainant that it PA in breach of s1(1)(a)if

(*).

sub-section

not disclosable
and
should not
be provided

holds the information confirmation is not provided by
requested
the completion of the internal
review
or the time for statutory
compliance
s10(1) PA should provide this If the public authority does not
confirmation within 20 carry out this action within 20
working days
working days,the
Commissioner
will find a
breach of section 10(1)
regardless
of the date of the
completion of the internal
review
or
the time for statutory
compliance
s1(1)(b) PA will not have
breached this section if
it is not required to
provide the information
requested
s17(1)(a), The refusal notice
(b),
(c) being relied upon at
the date of completion
s17(3)(b) of the internal review
orcompliance
the time for statutory
(*),must
comply with the
requirements of
section 17
This may be an
amended
refusal
notice issued
at the
internal
review stage,
ornotice
the original refusal
if the public
authority did not make
any
amendments
to
the original refusal
notice
at the internal
review stage
s17(5)
Subject to s17(6)
s17(7)
s17(1)or Any refusal notice should be The Commissioner will
s17(5) issued within 20 working days find a PA in breach of
s17(1)if any element of
the refusal notice

(*).
(*).

relating to the
application of
exemptions,
which is
being relied upon at the
completion of the
internal
review
or
the
time for statutory
compliance (*),is
introduced outside of
the 20 working day
period
The Commissioner will
find a PA in breach of
section 17(5)if a refusal
of s12
oron14theisgrounds
issued

late.

PA is not

required to
confirm
or
deny whether
information
is
held

s1(1)(a) PA is not required to

confirm
or deny
whether the
information
is held and
should provide a
refusal notice
s17(1)(a), PA should issue a Breaches should be specified
(b),(c) specifying
refusal notice
down to section
number and
why it is
of the exemption
s17(3)(a) excluded from the duty claimed (see LTT101
to confirm or deny
s17(7) including assessment
of the PIT where
relevant
The refusal notice Note:Where a public authority
being relied upon at relies on a public
the date of completion authority will be in breach of
of the internal review s.17(5)if it fails to provide a
orcompliance
the time for statutory refusal notice citing this.
(*),must There will be an additional
comply with the
requirements of
breach of s.17(5)where a
section
public authority fails to issue
such a refusal notice within the
This may be an
time limit for statutory
amended refusal compliance.
notice issued
the
internal
reviewatstage,

sub-section

s.12,

17.

ornotice
the original refusal
if the public

authority did not make
any
amendments
to
the original refusal
notice
at the internal
review stage
s17(1) PA should issue the The Commissioner will find a
refusal notice within 20 PA in breach of s17(1)if any
working days
element
of the refusal notice
which is being relied upon at
the date of completion of the
internal
review
or the(*),
time for
statutory
compliance
is
introduced outside of the 20
working day period
We have set out a number of example scenarios, which may assist case officers in
identifying which breaches apply. This is absolutely not an exhaustive list. Case officers are
requested
to contact the Policy team,prior to drafting a DN,should they be unsure as to
which breaches apply.
Example 1
A public authority states that it does not hold the information requested.
It provides this confirmation after 30 working days (andno internal review is carried
The ICO is satisfied that the information is not held.

out).

Outcome
The Commissioner will find the pa to have breached section 1(1)(a)(weare not
required to consider section 1(1)(b)as we are satisfied the information isn t held).
The Commissioner will find the public authority has breached section 10(1),by failing
to respond within 20 working days.
The failure to carry out an internal review should be referred to the Enforcement team
to establish if this is a general approach.
The DN will not require any steps to be taken,although where the public authority
does
not
generally provide an internal review,this should be referred to in the ’other
matters’ section.
Example 2
A public authority issues a refusal notice which confirms they hold the requested
information
and also explains which exemption they believe is engaged and
The refusal notice is issued 36 working days after the request.
The public authority carries out an internal review 30 working days thereafter 66

why.

i.e.

working days after the date of the request.
The ICO considers that the information should be provided to the complainant.

Outcome
The Commissioner will find the public authority has complied with section 1(1)(a).
The Commissioner will find the public authority in breach of section 10(1)by failing to
confirm within 20 working
The Commissioner will find the public authority in breach of section 1(1)(b)for
incorrectly
refusing to make the requested information available by the date of the
internal
The Commissioner will find the public authority in breach of section 10(1)for failing to
provide the requested information within 20 working
The Commissioner will find the public authority in breach of section 17(1)by issuing
the refusal notice
The Commissioner will find the public authority has complied with sections 17(1)(a),
(b)and (c)by explaining which exemption it believed was applicable and
The completing of the internal review outside of the Commissioner’s guidance should
be referred to the Enforcement team and included in an ’other matters’ section of the

days.

review.

days.

late.

why.

decision notice.
Example 3
A public authority issues a refusal notice which confirms they hold the requested
information
but it does not cite an exemption or explain why the information is to be
withheld.
The refusal notice is issued after 44 working days and the public authority does not
carry
out an internal review.
The ICO considers that the information should be withheld from the complainant.

Outcome
The Commissioner will find the public authority in breach of section 1(1)(a).
The Commissioner will find the public authority in breach of section 10(1)for failing to
provide this confirmation within 20 working
The Commissioner will find the public authority has not breached section 1(1)(b)as
the information is considered exempt from disclosure.
The Commissioner will find the public authority in breach of 17(1)by providing the
refusal
notice
The Commissioner will find the public authority in breach of sections 17(1)(b)and (c)
by issuing a technically defective refusal notice.
The failure to carry out an internal review should be referred to the Enforcement
The DN will not require any steps to be taken but in most cases will make reference to
the lack of internal review in an ’other matters’ section.

days.

late.

team.

Example 4

A public applicant requests two items of information,(i)and (ii).
The public authority issues a refusal notice after 29 working days and confirms that it

holds the requested information but claims request (i)is exempt under sections 38
and 40 of the Act and that the information relating to request (ii)is exempt under
section
41 of the Both of the exemptions are stated in full and the public
authority explains why it believes they are applicable. The public interest test is also
explained in full, where relevant.
At the internal review stage the public authority decides that it claimed the wrong
exemptions
in relation to request (i)and that section 41 applies to both requests.
The applicant complains to the ICO about the continued withholding of the
information.
The ICO decides the exemptions were correctly applied.

Act.

Outcome
Request (i)
The Commissioner will find the public authority has complied with section 1(1)(a).
The Commissioner will find the public authority has breached section 10(1)by failing
to confirm it held the information within 20 working days.
Commissioner will not find the public authority to have breached section 1(1)(b)
asThe
it is not required to provide the information.
The Commissioner will find the public authority has breached section 17(1)because it
issued the refusal notice late.
The Commissioner will find the public authority has not breached sections 17(1)(a),
(b)and (c)because the original refusal notice was amended by the completion of the
internal review.
Request (ii)
The Commissioner will find the public authority has complied with section 1(1)(a).
The Commissioner will find the public authority has breached section 10(1)by failing
to confirm it held the information within 20 working days.
The Commissioner will find the public authority has not breached section 1(1)(b)as it
is not required to provide the information.
The Commissioner will find the public authority has breached section 17(1)as it
issued its refusal notice late.
The Commissioner will find the public authority has complied with sections 17(1)(a),
(b)and (c).

Source
Policy Team,IT,GS

Details
Bowbrick / Nottingham City
Council

King / DWP (20March 2008)
McIntyre / MOD (11February

2008)

Related Lines to Take

LTT39,LTT47,LTT63,LTT101
Related Documents
AwarenessRobust
Guidance 11,EA2005/0006 (Bowbrick),EA/2007/0085 (King),EA/2007/0068
(McIntyre),
case handling policy, Good Practice Guidance

No.5

Contact
Date

LA / HD
24/02/2009 Policy
Reference LTT29

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s31

Disclosure ofnumbers
vehicle
Issue identification

Line to take:
Inneedconsidering
the application of the s31 exemption for requests for VINs there will be a
to consider the extent to which this information is already accessible and in the
public domain,and the extent to which the risks associated with cloning vehicles would
be increased by the release of the requested information.
Further Information:
Inneedconsidering
the application of the s31 exemption for requests for VINs there will be a
to consider for each individual case:
the extent to which, at the date of the request,this information is already
accessible and in the public domain; and
the extent to which the risks associated with cloning vehicles would be increased
by release of the requested information.
In Hogan vs ICO & Oxford City Council a request had been made for VINs together
with other information such as registration numbers,makes and models. The Tribunal
upheld the ICO s decision that the VINs should not be released as disclosure would be
likely to prejudice the prevention of detection of crime.
It considered that VINs could be used,in conjunction with other vehicle details,in the
criminal activity of cloning* vehicles.It also acknowledged,however,that VINs were to
some
extent
already in the public domain as specific VINs could be obtained from
vehicle windscreens or could be confirmed via internet websites.
Although in this case it found that the balance of public interest lay in withholding VINs
it also commented that that the public interest factors for releasing/withholding Vehicle
Information Numbers are finely balanced mainly because of the extent to which they
are already in the public domain. It also said that it would expect that the application
of the public interest test to similar requests&..may be differently balanced in the
future,
particularly if VINs become more easily accessible and more widely available on
the internet

*The Tribunal decision includes a brief explanation of vehicle cloning & ringing.
PREVIOUS / NEXT

Source
Information Tribunal

Details

Hogan / Oxford City Council

17/10/06

Related Lines to Take

LTT19,LTT20
Related Documents
EA2005/0026 and EA/2005/0030,FS50067004

Contact
Date

LA
16/02/07 Policy
Reference LTT30

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s12

Duty to search only up to the
Issue appropriate
limit

Line to take:
A public authority does not have to estimate costs in advance but can search up to the
cost limit and then refuse to conduct further searches under section 12of the
If a public authority estimates the cost of determining whether the requested
information
is held as being above the appropriate limit, it is not required to conduct
searches
fortothetheinformation
and instead should consider providing advice and
assistance
applicant to attempt to bring the request within the cost limit, in
accordance
with the section 45 code of practice. Whether it will be appropriate to
provide advice and assistance will depend upon the circumstances of the
Further Information:

Act.

case.

This LTT envisages two scenarios:
(i)where the public authority states that it does not hold the requested information,
however the ICO is not satisfied with this; and
(ii) where the public authority states that it cannot confirm whether the requested
information is held, without carrying out searches which would exceed the appropriate

limit.

The public authority states it does not hold the information requested
In the case of Quinn v the ICO and the Home Office the Commissioner had interpreted
section 12to mean that an estimate could only be carried out before a search was
conducted,
and
that once that search had commenced it must be completed and
section
could no longer be relied The Tribunal disagreed with this approach
and found12that,
there is no time bar within the statute that prevents an estimate of
costs being provided
after significant time has already been spent searching for
information.
Indeed it may be that in many cases some searching will be required to
provide the foundation of a subsequent estimate.
This means that public authorities can search up to the cost limit and then refuse to
conduct
further searches under section 12 of the
If a public authority intends to search for the information then it does not have to
estimate costs in advance.However if it chooses to do this then it can still stop the
search
once the cost limit is reached,and is not obligated to complete searches just

upon.

Act.

because it originally estimated that they could be done within the limit.
The Tribunal suggested that where a public authority says that information is not held,
and the Commissioner
is not satisfied with this then a Decision Notice could order
searches
to continue up to the cost limit,rather than ordering the release of information
that has not been located. In practice this should be an exceptional circumstance as
case
officers will normally try to informally resolve complaints with a public authority,
which might entail asking it to carry out further searches.However,in circumstances
whereagree
searches
up to the cost limit have not been completed and a public authority will
not
to further searches informally,then further searches up to the cost limit could
be ordered by Decision Notice, as a step in order to comply with section
Public authority cannot confirm whether it holds the information within the cost
limit
In the case of Randall v Information
Commissioner
and
Medicines and Healthcare
Products
Regulatory Agency the public authority had stated that it could not comply
with one element of the complainant s request as it claimed that to do so would exceed
the appropriate limit. The Information Tribunal decided that where a public authority
cannot
confirm
whether it holds the requested information and estimates that to do so
would exceed the appropriate limit, it will not be obliged to carry out any searches for
the information and stated,at paragraph 13,that the effect of section 12is not to
impose
a
limit,
leaving the authority obliged to carry out work up to that limit;it is to
remove the information from the scope of the section 1 duty to disclose altogether
In Randall the Tribunal was satisfied that the public authority s estimate that the
appropriate limit would be exceeded was sensible,realistic and supported by cogent
evidence (paragraph 12). If the Commissioner is satisfied that the authority s estimate
is reasonable,he may not require it to carry out further searches. If the Commissioner
considers
the estimate to be unreasonable he may require the estimate to be
recalculated
and,
if the new estimate falls below the appropriate limit, he may order
searches up to the limit to be carried

1.

.

out.

Additional information
Where a public authority has not claimed s12,but the ICO has established that the cost
limit has been reached,then the Decision Notice may find that no further searches are
required for this
Effectively the Commissioner can apply s12 even though this
has not been claimed by the public authority, although he has no positive duty to do

reason.

this.
A public authority may choose to search beyond the costs limit but is not obligated to
do this.
Source

Details

Information Tribunal

Quinn / Home Office (15
November 2006); and
Randall / MHPRA (30October

2007)

Related Lines to Take
LTT4

Related Documents
FS50071803(Quinn/HO),EA/2006/0010 (Quinn/HO),FS50088131 (Randall/MHPRA),
EA/2007/0004 (Randall/MHPRA)

Contact
Date

LA/LB
23/04/08 Policy
Reference LTT31

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s1

Requests for schedules of
Issue documents

Line to take:
Where a request is made for a for schedule or list of documents,even if the schedule
itself does not exist,if the information which would be in the schedule is also a part of
other held information,it will also be held, and should be disclosed unless exempt.
Further Information:
Requests
for
schedules or lists of documents are often made in connection with an
FOI request for the documents themselves,and may be made as part and parcel of
the main request,before submitting a modified request,or after that request has been
refused.Such requests may also stand alone,however.
Requests
for
schedules are particularly common in the context of requests for
correspondence.Information commonly requested in such schedule requests include
the name of sender and recipient,date and subject heading.
Where,
as
a
matter
of fact,a list of documents is held,this should obviously be
provided to the applicant (unlessan exemption applies). See LTT78 for the ICO policy
line on information held in databases.
Very often, however,no discrete list or schedule will exist and the public authority may
argue that fortothat
reason
requestedThis
information
is not held, and that there is no
requirement
create
newtheinformation.
is not the correct approach.
Requests
are
for
recorded
information
and
not
for
documents.
The fact that a
schedule does not actually exist does not mean that the information that it might
contain
does not exist.If the information which would be contained in the schedule
described by the applicant is also contained in other documents held by a public
authority,that information is held.

For
example,
a
request
for
a
list of correspondence,to include the name of sender,
name of recipientwith
and date is equivalent to a request for each piece of
correspondence
all other information removed.In other words, a list of this kind
will consist only of information extracted from other documents.
The first Decision Notice issued on this subject states: The information already exists:
the public authority cannot be said to be creating And,while producing a list of the
documentsnewininformation;
which the relevant information is contained may be a new task,it is not
creating
it is simply a re-presentation of existing information as a
product of responding to the information request.
Inheld.
someIn these
cases,cases,
information
requested
in a schedule request may not otherwise be
authorities are under no obligation to create the
information in order topublic
provide it, though they may,of course,choose to do
Where a schedule request includes a request for a summary of the information in the
the public authority should comply so far as reasonably practicable to do
so,documents,
by virtue of section
If the public authority provides all the information covered by the main request,then it
is likely that in doing so it will have provided the information which would be included
in a schedule.The public authority should not, however,ignore this element of the
request
and should explain to the applicant that the information which would be
included in a schedule has been provided.Where relevant,it would be appropriate to
bring this to the attention of the public authority in a decision notice, even though it
may not be regarded as a significant failure.
Schedules of documents not specified in request
In Berend v the ICO and London Borough of Richmond upon Thames (LBRT)the
Information Tribunal confirmed that the public authority were not required to provide a
list of material that they had which was not specified in the request,but was in the
file,
or linked to it or in which they thought the Applicant might be interested

by-

it.

so.

11.

Source

-

Decision Notice Developed by GS
Information Tribunal
Related Lines to Take

LTT77,LTT78,LTT79
Related Documents

.

Details
[Redacted name]/ FCO (23
October 2006)
Berend / LBRT ( 12July 2007)

FS50070854 [Redacted name],EA2006/49& 50(Berend)

Contact
Date

r12(6)
FOI/EIR EIR Section/Regulation
r12(5)(a)

EW
25/07/07 Policy
Reference LTT32

Duty to confirm or deny in the
Issue EIR

Line to take:

For all exceptions other than that provided by regulation 12(5)(a),the duty to confirm or deny
still always applies whether or not the information,if held, would be disclosed.
Further Information:
Inwhich
the Freedom of Information Act,the duty to confirm or deny is clearly set out in s1(1)(a),
provides that, Any person making a request for information to a public authority is
entitled to be informed in writing by the public authority whether it holds information of the
description specified in the request. Section 1(6)provides that it be called the duty to
confirm or deny.
In relation to most of the exemptions,if complying with the duty would itself engage the
exemption
(whether or not the information is actually held),subject to the public interest test
where applicable,
the duty does not arise.
The EIR do not set out the duty to confirm or deny in the same
However,
regulation 12(6)states that where the disclosure of information would adversely
affect any of the interests referred to regulation 12(5)(a)(international relations, defence,
national security or public security) and would not be in the public interest, a public authority
can respond by neither confirming nor denying that the information exists and is held.

way.

way.

This implies that,for all other exceptions,public authorities may not respond in this In
other words,in practice,the duty to confirm or deny does exist for all other environmental
information in all circumstances,including where the disclosure of the information itself is not

required.

Source
Policy Team

Details

Related Lines to Take
LTT34

Related Documents
Awareness Guidance 21

Contact
Date

EW
16/02/07 Policy
Reference LTT33

s1 s17

reg
5(1)
reg
FOI
Responses
to ’information not
FOI/EIR
Section/Regulation 12(4)(a)
Issue
reg
held’
cases
EIR
12(1)
reg 14
Line to take:
Informing an applicant that information is not held is not a refusal under the FOIA,but is

under the EIR.
Further Information:
The provisions of s17 do not apply when a public authority informs an applicant that it does
not hold requested information. Under the Act,this is not a refusal of the request,but a part
of the s1 duty to confirm or deny.
Where a public authority does not respond to an FOI request at all, the Commissioner can
require it to either confirm or deny whether the information is held and,if held,

communicate it (s1)or lawfully refuse to do either of these (s17).
When the requested information is environmental,however,the fact that it is not held
engages Informing
an exceptionan applicant
to the duty to disclose. This exception is provided by regulation
12(4)(a).
that information is not held under the EIR is therefore a
refusal, and the provisions of regulation 14(refusalto disclose information)apply.
Where a public authority informs an applicant that requested information is not held but
does not properly refuse it, it is technically in breach of regulation
Regulation 12(1)(b)states that all exceptions are subject to the public interest test.In
virtually all cases,however,it is clearly not possible to consider the public interest in respect
of information that is literally not held. It may be possible to consider the public interest
where
the information was not held at the time the request was made but is held later
during the period for responding to the request or by the time a response to a review
request
is given,but we are unaware of any cases of this kind.
A public authority will have complied with regulation 5(1)(duty to make environmental
information available on request)if:
it holds information and makes it available to the applicant; or
the Commissioner is satisfied that it was correct in stating that the information isn t

14.

held.

Where we find that that a public authority does hold information it had stated that it did not
hold,
it will be in breach of:
regulation 5(1) because it failed to make information available that it held; and
regulation 12(1) because it failed to properly apply the exception in 12(4)(a).
Depending on how it communicated this fact to the applicant,it may also, as above,be in
breach of regulation

14.

Source
Policy Team

Details

Related Lines to Take
LTT33

Related Documents
Good Practice Guidance 1

Contact

EW

16/02/07 Policy
Reference LTT34

Date

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s36

Issue Interpretation
opinion’ of ’reasonable

Line to take:

at.

A reasonable opinion for the purposes of s36 will normally be one which is both
objectively reasonable and reasonably arrived
However,an opinion which is arrived at via a flawed process may still be accepted as a

reasonable opinion if:
It is overridingly reasonable,in substance,or
flaws in the process have been corrected within a reasonable time period

Further Information:
This LTT should be read in conjunction with LTT17 & LTT118

Guardian & Brooke
In the case of Guardian & Brooke v The Information Commissioner & the BBC the
Information
considered the sense in which the reasonable person s opinion
under s36 isTribunal
required to be reasonable.
It concluded that, in order to satisfy the
the opinion must be both reasonable
in substance and reasonably arrived (para 64)
Regarding the first point, the Tribunal stated that, we have no doubt that in order to
satisfy the statutory wording the substance of the opinion must be objectively
reasonable
(para60).It rejected the suggestion that in order to be reasonable,an
opinion need only be an opinion within a range of reasonable opinions but
acknowledged that, on such matters there may (depending on the facts)be room for
conflicting opinions,both of which are reasonable. (para 60)
Insuggested
considering the second point,it recognised that the wording of the
that nothing more is required of the qualified person s opinion than it be
reasonable.On this reading,how the opinion was reached is irrelevant.
The Tribunal did not accept this interpretation, asking, can it really be said that the
intention of Parliament was that an opinion reached,for example,by the toss of a coin,or
onqualify
the basis of unreasoned prejudice, or without consideration of relevant matters,could
as
the reasonable opinion of a qualified person under s36 merely because the
conclusion happened to be objectively reasonable? (para63).
It proposed that the provision that s36 is only engaged when the qualified person is of a
reasonable opinion is a protection, which, relies on the good faith and proper exercise of
judgement of that person. (para 64)It argued that this protection would be reduced if it
the qualified person wasn t required by law to give proper consideration to the formation
of the opinion and therefore concluded that the qualified person should take into account
relevant matters and ignore irrelevant matters.
It further noted that if the process were not taken into account,the reasonableness of an
opinion would very often be basically unchallengeable, because,by definition, the opinion
is a judgement on what might happen in the future.
The Tribunal did not accept (aswas claimed by the ICO)that the reasonable opinion had
to be verified by evidence,
in the sense that it is not possible to prove that something
might happen in the future.It stated that materials which may assist in the making of a
judgement will vary from case to case,and direct evidence of the future is simply not
available conclusions about the future are necessarily hypothetical and can only be
derived by inference from the present or past.
This does not mean,however,that the process of reaching a reasonable opinion should
not
be supported by evidence.(see also LTT17 on the investigation of the reasonable
opinion of a qualified person)
In this particular case,the information requested was minutes of a meeting attended by

,

sub-section
at.

,

sub-section

the BBC s Board of Governors.The Board of Governors is also the reasonable person,
and the Tribunal noted that there was a substantial overlap between those present at the
meeting in question and those forming the reasonable opinion.
They also noted that the Act recognises the possibility that [&]if certain deliberations of
public officials are to be opened up to public scrutiny,there could be a resulting
deterioration in the quality of
The Tribunal therefore concluded that it
was difficult to say that the Governors view was objectively unreasonable.
The Tribunal expressed some reservations about the quality of the process by which the
Board of Governors formed its opinion as the qualified person because the opinion was
based only on assertion, rather than an explicit consideration of the likely impact of
disclosure of the minutes on future deliberation. However,because it considered that a
lack of evidence could not invalidate an otherwise reasonable opinion,it decided to
accept
purposestheofCommissioner
s36(2). s conclusion that the Board s opinion was reasonable for the

decision-making.

McIntyre
Whilst in Guardian & Brooke the Tribunal accepted that a lack of evidence [ofthe process
of arriving at a reasonable opinion] could not invalidate an otherwise reasonable opinion,
in the case of McIntyre vs The Information Commissioner and the Ministry of Defence it
went
a
little further,and found that an opinion that was overridingly reasonable in
substance might not be invalidated by a flawed process.
It commented (at paragraph 31)that We are prepared to adopt the test in Guardian and
Brooke but subject to two caveats. Firstly where the opinion is overrridingly reasonable in
substance then even though the method or process by which that opinion is arrived at is
flawed in some way this need not be fatal to a finding that it is a reasonable opinion.
Secondly,we take a broad view of the way the opinion is reasonable arrived so that even
if there are flaws in the process these can be subsequently corrected,provided this is
within a reasonable time period which would usually be no later than the internal review.
The ICO agrees with the approach in McIntyre. However case officers should also
consider LTT17 & LTT118 in order to get the full ICO view on this issue
What makes an opinion overridingly reasonable in substance
The IT in McIntrye did not provide any guidance as to what makes an opinion overridingly
reasonable
in substance
The Commissioner s view is that this should be considered on a case by case basis,
however the following factors may influence this decision :
The level of prejudice shown is would rather than would be likely to
The severity and scope of the prejudicial effect
Whether the prejudicial effect is to a core function of any public authority
The Commissioner therefore considers that we are most likely to find an opinion to be

.

overridingly reasonable in substance where we accept that the effect would occur,
and where there is a wide ranging and severe prejudicial effect on the ability of a public
authority to carry out a core (rather than a subsidiary or support)function. However,the
Commissioner would emphasise that this is not a definitive test and it may still be possible
to find an opinion overridingly reasonable in substance if some of these factors are not

present.

PREVIOUS / NEXT

Source

Details

Information Tribunal

Guardian & Brooke / BBC (8
January
2007)
McIntyre / MOD (4February
2008)

Related Lines to Take

LTT17,LTT36,LTT118
Related Documents
EA/2006/0011 and EA/2006/0013(Guardian & Brooke),Awareness Guidance 25,
EA/2007/0068 (McIntyre),
Contact
Date

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s2,
s36

LA / LS
20/11/2009 Policy
Reference LTT35

Issue Application of PIT to s36

Line to take:
When considering the public interest in relation to section 36,the Commissioner can
consider
the severity,extent and frequency of the prejudice or inhibition to the effective

etc.

conduct of public affairs
He should not however replace the Qualified Person s opinion as to the likelihood of the
prejudice occurring with his own opinion.
Further Information:
In the case of Guardian & Brooke v The Information Commissioner & the BBC the
Information
Tribunal acknowledged that the application of the public interest test to the
s36 exemption, involved a particular conundrum, noting that although it is not for the
Commissioner
to form his own view on the likelihood of prejudice under this section
(because
this is given as a reasonable opinion by a qualified person), in considering the
public interest, it is impossible to make the required judgement without forming a view on
the likelihood of inhibition or prejudice (para 88).
In the Tribunal s view,the reasonable opinion is limited to the degree of likelihood that
inhibition or prejudice would occur, on the balance of probabilities. It therefore argued that
the reasonable opinion, does not necessarily imply any particular view as to the severity
orsaveextent
of such inhibition [or prejudice] or the frequency with which it will or may occur,
that it will not be so trivial, minor or occasional as to be insignificant (para91).
This means that whilst the Commissioner should give due weight to the reasonable
opinion of the qualified person when assessing the public interest, he can and should
consider the severity,extent and frequency of prejudice or inhibition to the subject of the
effective conduct of public affairs

,

-

.

etc.

The Commissioner considers that this approach is in line with his more general approach
to the effect of engaging an exemption on the subsequent Public Interest Test,as set out
in LTT13 The Prejudice Test In general terms,by accepting that a prejudice based
exemption
is engaged it is also accepted in the Public Interest Test that the prejudice is
not trivialdepending
or insignificant
that the prejudice either would occur,or would be likely to
occur,
on the and
level of likelihood accepted.
Similarly,
the Commissioner considers that, where section 36 is found to be engaged*,
giving due weight to the reasonable opinion of the Qualified Person in the Public Interest
Test will mean :
accepting that the likelihood of the prejudice occurring is as accepted by the
Qualified person (see LTT13 for further comment on where the level of prejudice
accepted is not specified by the Qualified Person) and
accepting that the nature of the prejudice is not trivial or insignificant
Although for other exemptions it may be acceptable for the Commissioner to replace the
level of likelihood of prejudice argued by the public authority with his own view of its
likelihood and then carry this through to the Public Interest Test ( see LTT13)this will not
be the case for section If a public authority claims that a prejudice would occur it is
not
for
the Commissioner to change the basis on which the exemption is engaged and
thus the likelihood of prejudice weighed in the Public Interest Test by replacing the

,

36.

-

qualified person s would opinion with his own would be likely to opinion. His options
are to either accept the Qualified Person s opinion on likelihood as it stands,or to reject
the engagement of the exemption altogether if the opinion is not reasonably arrived at
and objectively reasonable (see LTT35)
Whilst finding the exemption to be not engaged may seem a harsh approach especially
when
contrasted
with our approach to other exemptions where if the would threshold is
not met thethatCommissioner
may accept would be likely to instead Commissioner
considers
this is the nature of the section 36 exemption.Section 36 makes special
provision
for
the Qualified Person s opinion to be given particular weight,in recognition of
the considered judgement that a Qualified Person is expected to be able to bring to the
task of providing such an opinion.The down side of giving the Qualified Person s
opinion due weight is that if the Qualified Person gets it wrong the engagement of the
exemption will fall on this
Also,
it will not be acceptable to accept the Qualified Persons would opinion when
engaging the exemption and then argue that the likelihood of the prejudice occurring is
less
than more probably than not in the Public Interest This would not be giving
due weight to the Qualified Person s opinion.
*Iftheyyoudid,dothen
not consider
that it was reasonable for the Qualified Person to reach the opinion
you
are
effectively questioning whether s36 is engaged.However,if you do
not
have
sufficient grounds to find that the exemption is not engaged ( see LTT35)and
thus conclude that s36 is engaged,then you will have to give the Qualified Person s
opinion due weight in the PIT even if you might have reached a different opinion yourself.
PREVIOUS / NEXT

-the

basis.

Test.

Source
Information Tribunal

Details

Guardian & Brooke / BBC (8
January
2007)

Related Lines to Take

LTT35,LTT13
Related Documents
EA/2006/0011 and EA/2006/0013,Awareness Guidance 25

Contact
Date

EW / LA
11/05/2009 Policy
Reference LTT36

s21
Access to medical records of the
Issue
deceased
s44

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s41

Line to take:
Medical records of deceased people will generally be exempt from disclosure under the
Act by virtue of s41 (information provided in confidence).
to privacy under article 8 of the Human Rights Act does not operate as
aHowever
statutorythebarright
to disclosure and therefore s44 does not provide an exemption from

disclosure.

Information
to which the personal representative* of the deceased person is entitled under
section
3 of the Access to Health Records Act 1990 will be exempt from the FOIA by
virtue of s21,because it is reasonably accessible to them by other means.
Further Information:
Where the applicant for medical records of a deceased person has no rights of access
under
s3 of the Access to Medical Records Act (AMRA),the information contained within
them will generally be exempt from disclosure under the FOIA by virtue of the exemption
provided by However the right to privacy under the Human Rights Act does not
operate as a statutory bar to disclosure and so the exemption provided by s44 will not
apply.
These issues have been considered by the Tribunal in Bluck v IC and Epsom &St Helliers
University NHS Trust. In this case the appellant was seeking the disclosure of her
deceased
daughter s medical record,but the daughter s next of kin, her widower who was
also her personal representative, had objected.
Section 41
The information contained in medical records will generally be confidential whether it is
held by the doctor or clinician treating the patient or has been provided by that person to
another
person (such as a NHS Trust, a court or the police in connection with a criminal

s41.

investigation).

IntheBluck
the Tribunal confirmed the ICOs position,that even though the person to whom
information
relates
may
have
died; action for a breach of confidence could be taken
by the personal representative of that person, and that therefore the exemption continues
to apply.The Tribunal stated that;
In
these circumstances we conclude that a duty of confidence is capable of surviving
death of the confider and that in the circumstances of this case it does survive (para 21)
Although these issues did not come up in Bluck it is the Commissioner s view,supported

by Counsel s opinion,that this action would most likely be by way of an application to the

court for an injunction seeking to prevent disclosure of the information.It should be noted
that there is no relevant case law in support of this position.
Furthermore
it is the Commissioner s view that in determining whether disclosure would
constitute an actionable breach of confidence,it is not necessary to establish that,as a
matter
of fact,the deceased person has a personal representative who would be able to
take action. This is because it should not be the case that a public authority should lay
itself open to legal action because at the time of a request it is unable to determine

whether or not a deceased person has a personal representative.
Although the presumption is that the information contained in medical records is
confidential,there are exceptions,such as in cases where the cause of a person s death
is iven on a death certificate which is a public document.The cause of death and other
medical information may have been put in the public domain by the surviving family or as
ainformation
result of anhasinquest
or
court
The important issue is whether or not the requested
been put in the public domain before the request for information is
If before,section 41 cannot apply.
Section 44 Human Rights Act
The Human Rights Act 1998incorporates the Council of Europe Convention on Human
Rights into UK
Article 8 of the Convention provides that there shall be no interference with the right to
family and private life. Although the Convention gives rights to the living and not to the
deceased,
in Bluck the NHS Trust argued that as the disclosure of medical information
about a deceased person would constitute an interference with the right of a surviving
family member or close friend to family or private life, then there may be a breach of
Article The issue is sometimes referred to as survivor privacy Therefore the Trust
argued
that the Human Rights Act operated as a statutory bar prohibiting the disclosure of
the daughter s medical records.
The Tribunal considered the Trust s arguments but as it had already decided that the
information
was
exempt
under
s
41 it did not make a decision in relation to It did
however give a clear indication of its approach to Article
The Tribunal indicated that it;
would not be in favour of translating the general principles laid down in Article 8 into the
form
of specific legal prohibition to which we believe section 44 is intended to apply. It
continued
&we
do not believe that the effect of the Human Rights Act is to elevate the
level of a directly enforceable legal prohibition the general terms of Article 8 (para 31
Ina statutory
light of this the Commissioner s view is that the Human Rights Act does not operate as
This represents a change in position as before Bluck the Commissioner
was sympathetic to the view that the Human Rights Act did operate as a statutory
See also LTT

case.

made.

Law.

.

8.

8.

bar.

98.

s44.

bar.

Access to Health Records Act
In broad terms and subject to exceptions set out in the legislation,the AHRA 1990 gives a
right of access to health records of the deceased to the personal representatives of the
deceased or to persons who may have a claim arising out of the death of the individual.
The right of access is for the personal representative of the deceased person rather than
simply a surviving family member.We should be wary of advising a family member that
he or she has a right of access when,in fact,it is only the personal representative who
has this right. It is for the applicant to prove to the public authority that they have a right of
access under the AHRA.
Where the applicant for medical records is the personal representative,the information to
which they would be entitled under the AHRA will be exempt from disclosure to them
under FOIA by virtue of s21 because it is reasonable accessible to them by other means.
*The
personal representative of the deceased is the person (or persons,though no more
than four)who is entitled to administer the deceased person s estate by virtue of a grant
of probate (if the deceased person left a will) or letter of administration (if they died

intestate).

PREVIOUS / NEXT

Source
Tribunal

Counsel’s opinion (Provided 25 September 2006)

Details
Pauline Bluck v IC and Epsom &
St Hellier University NHS Trust
(17September 2007)

Related Lines to Take

S44,LTT 98,LTT93,LTT94,LTT95,LTT96,LTT97.
Related Documents
EA/2006/0090,Technical Guidance Note

Contact
Date

EW / RM
15/05/2009 Policy
Reference LTT37

FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s32

Issue Definition of court records

Line to take:
A tape recording or a written transcript of court proceedings will be considered to be court
documents
prepared by a member of the administrative staff of the court,despite being
prepared by independent transcribers,and thus are caught by the absolute exemption at

s.32(1)(c)(ii).

Examples
of other documents which may fall under sections. 32(1)(a)& (b)are provided
below.

Further Information:
Section 32 of the FOIA,which provides an absolute exemption,states as
(1)Information held by a public authority is exempt information if it is held only by
virtue of being contained

32.

in-

fol ows:-

purposes of proceedings in a particular cause or matter, of,a court for the
(b)any document served upon,or by,a public authority for the purposes of proceedings
in a particular cause or matter, or
(c)any document created by
(a)any document filed with, or otherwise placed in the custody

i)a
ii) a

court,or

member of the administrative staff of a court,
for the purposes of proceedings in a particular cause or matter.
The Tribunal has considered the s.32 exemption in two cases to date,namely,Mitchell &
the Information Commissioner (October 2005)and the Ministry of Justice (MoJ)& the
Information
Commissioner
(July 2008). Both cases turned on whether a tape recording of
court proceedings would engage s.32(1)(c)(ii)although both also commented on various

s.32

aspects of as detailed below.
Section 32(1)
Both Tribunals commented on the fact that a court is not a public authority for the
purposes of the FOIA. In Mitchell, Bridgnorth District Council was the relevant public
authority because the Council had obtained a copy of the transcript of criminal
proceedings involving two of its officers. The Tribunal said &we are considering court
records
by public authorities either as litigants,third parties subject to a court order
or,said
asthatinheld
the present case,interest[ed]parties& (para 31). In the MoJ case,the Tribunal
the Act applied to the MoJ because &a court is not a public authority but the
Appellant and its predecessor, as government departments,are& (para11).
Section 32(1)(a)& (b)
The Tribunal in Mitchell at paragraph 33said: &documents to which (a)and (b)relate will
routinely include pleadings,witness statements and exhibits served as part of a litigant s
(or in criminal proceedings most often the prosecution s)case as well as lists of
documents,material served under an obligation to disclose and documents such as
skeleton arguments prepared by advocates&
In the MoJ case,the Tribunal said that sections (a)and (b)would(para
cover
&material
18).
deployed in and for the purposes of live or even past litigation&
Section 32(1)(c)(i)
In the(1)(c)
Mitchell case,the Tribunal were unclear as to what documents Parliament intended
to cover which they said was made &no easier by the antithesis enacted
between
documents
created
by a court and a member of the administrative staff of a
(para35). The Tribunal highlighted the example given in the Act s Explanatory
court&
Notes
of bench memoranda which it took to refer to a document issued by the judge with
adirections
view to discussing
the application of relevant legal principles, such as the draft
to the jury on issues of law,commonly issued to advocates for comment or
contradiction before the summing The Tribunal concluded that this was a good
example of the type of document which would be exempt by virtue of s32(1)(c).
Section 32(1)(c)(ii)
Incourt,
considering particularly the class of documents created by administrative staff of a
the Tribunal in Mitchell decided that it could not extend to public orders of the court
such
as
witness summonses or orders under the Contempt of Court Act 1981. Instead at
paragraph 37,the Tribunal concluded that s.32(1)(c)(ii) &.must refer to internal
documents
such as notes to a judge from a court officer relating to the conduct of a
particular case,for example,a note from an usher to the judge,indicating a problem with
a juror&
Court Transcripts & Tape Recordings
Both Tribunals agree that for the purposes of the term document covers both

s.32

up.

s.32,

.

paper transcripts and tape recordings. The Tribunal in the MoJ said at paragraph 16:
distinction can be made for present purposes, between a tape recording and a
transcript.
That was the view taken in Mitchell: it accords with commonsense and Rule
10.15(7)of the Family Procedure Rules&
The Tribunal in Mitchell also pointed out that it cannot be argued that the character of a
transcript,
a
record
of the proceedings for the purposes of interested third parties)
means
that it is not created for the purposes of proceedings in a particular cause or
matter.
At paragraph 21,the Tribunal said that &what matters is the purpose for which
the original tapes were created. Transcripts or copies are not to be regarded as new
documents created for a different purpose&
However
the Tribunals in Mitchell and the MoJ cases differed in their conclusions as to
whether court transcripts fall within (1)(c). The Commissioner will follow the
approach taken in the MoJ
Incourt
Mitchell,
Tribunal distracted itself with trying to interpret the meaning of the word
and the
failed to consider whether transcribers were administrative staff of the court for
the purposes of (1)(c)(ii). The Tribunal in the MoJ case simply said that the Mitchell
decision had been wrongly decided. At paragraph 25,the Tribunal said:
In Mitchell,of the
Tribunal ruled that [thetranscript] was not created by the court for the
purposes
(c)(i),interpreting court as meaning the judge (para42). That ruling is not
unequivocally challenged here;rather it is argued&that the Tribunal did not tackle the
question
whether (c)(ii)applied&.
The Tribunal in the MoJ case therefore limited themselves to considering the easier
question of whether independent transcribers are administrative staff of the court and
said:
&we
have
accepted the submission that the contractor holds the tapes as agent for the
Appellant [the MoJ]. That being so,we agree that the member of his staff who recorded
the tapes can properly be regarded as a member of the administrative staff of the court.
Administrative is a very broad His or her status as a member of the court staff
cannot
be dependent on the terms on which he or she is engaged& (paragraph 29).
The Commissioner will follow the approach taken in the MoJ case,namely,that a tape
recording is a document created by a member of the administrative staff of a court and
thus is exempt from disclosure under s.32(1)(c)(ii).

&.no

(i.e.

case.

.s.32

s.32

term.

Source
IT

Details
Ministry of Justice / IC (29July
2008)

Mitchell / Bridgnorth District

Council (10October 2005)
Related Lines to Take
LTT86

Related Documents
FS50065282,EA/2005/0002(Mitchell),Awareness Guidance 9,EA/2007/0120 & 0121

(MoJ),

Contact
Date

HD
11/08/2008 Policy
Reference LTT38

s10
FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s17

Failure to issue refusal notice in
Issue time

Line to take:
Failing to issue a refusal notice within twenty working days is a breach of section 17(1),
rather
than section
Further Information:
In the case of Bowbrick v the ICO the Tribunal confirmed that failing to issue a refusal
notice
within twenty working days is a breach of s17(1).Decision Notices issued by the
ICO before this time had stated that this was a breach of It stated:
the Council failed to identify within 20 working days of the request the exemptions
upon
which it relied in respect of certain documents falling within the scope of [the]
request.
It therefore failed to comply within its duty under s17(1)of FOIA within the
time limit prescribed by that section.
Although the time for complying with s1 is provided by s10,the duty to also issue
refusal notices within that time is provided by

10.

,

s10.

s17.

Source
Information Tribunal

Details
Bowbrick / Nottingham City
Council (28September 2006)

Related Lines to Take

LTT29,LTT63
Related Documents
FS50063475,EA/2005/0006

Contact
Date

EW
30/03/07 Policy
Reference LTT39

Contracts
between public
FOI/EIR FOI Section/Regulation s41 Issue authorities
and
third parties
Line to take:
A written agreement between two parties does not constitute information
provided by one of them to the other,and therefore a concluded contract
between
a
public authority and a third party does not fall within section
41(1)(a)of the

Act.

Further Information:
Inanother
order person.
to rely on s41
the information has to have been obtained from
In Derry City Council v The Information Commissioner the
Tribunal upheld the ICO view that a written agreement between two parties
did not constitute information provided by one of them to the other, and that
therefore,
a
concluded contract between a public authority and a third party
does not fall within section 41(1)(a)of the

Act.

The Tribunal stated that we are aware that the effect of our conclusion is that
the whole of any contract with a public authority may be available to the
public,
no
matter
how
confidential the content or how clearly expressed the
confidentiality provisions incorporated in it, unless another exemption

applies.

However,
the Commissioner recognises that this statement should not be
taken in isolation as the Tribunal then went on to qualify it and to identify

certain information to which it might not apply.
It clarified that the following information may,depending on the circumstances
of the case,count as confidential information obtained from a third party :
Information
regarding a pre-contractual negotiating position.
Technical information either contained within the body of a contract or
provided as a separate schedule.
The above point about technical information recognises that sometimes
contracts
record more than just the mutual obligations and joint agreements
of the contracting parties. Where technical information is included this may
be information that is provided by one party to another rather than a recording
of jointly agreed terms.

Source
Information
Tribunal

Details

Derry City Council / Belfast Telegraph (11December

2006)

Related Lines to Take
n/a
Related Documents
FS50066753,EA/2006/0014,Awareness Guidance 2,
name]to FOI (13/12/06)

e-mail

Contact
Date

30/03/07

LA
Policy

Reference

[Redacted
LTT40

